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ABSTRACT
A SIMPLE NUMERICAL MODEL 
FOR THE STUDY OF 
BAROCLINIC ESTUARINE SHELF INTERACTIONS
Thomas J. Berger 
Old Dominion University, 1987 
Director: Dr. C.E. Grosch
A one and a half layer nonlinear /-plane numerical model was used to study 
estuarine-shelf interactions. The single active layer covered a domain consisting of a 
100 km long by 20 km wide channel discharging onto a 100 km wide by 300 km long 
shelf. Channel and "western” shelf boundaries were no-slip, "eastern" or oceanic boun­
dary was free-slip and "northern" and "southern" shelf boundaries were open. The 
channel was forced with a constant inflow velocity spun up from 2 cm s -1 to 
27 cm s—1 over five days. The model initial conditions were a flat interface at ten 
meters and zero velocity except at the inflow. Effects of varying interfacial friction, 
Newtonian cooling (vertical mixing of density or detrainment), channel configuration 
and wind stress were examined. The principal result was to show that Newtonian cool­
ing rather than interfacial friction played key role in deceleration and stagnation of an 
intrusion on the shelf relative to the constant phase speed in the channel. Deceleration 
of the density intrusion along the shelf coast agreed with results of three-dimensional 
numerical models, some laboratory models and with certain observed features of the 
Chesapeake Bay plume, for example. Results of a three-dimensional model were qual­
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itatively reproduced as were features of a model which explicitly allowed the density 
interface to surface; that is, the plume flow was anticyclonic and marked by a region 
of supercritical flow along its outer edge. There was an abrupt transition, marked by 
strong nonlinear dynamics, from the plume to a coastal jet. Effects of channel 
configuration agreed with results of other models. Effects of wind stress were not ade­
quately modeled probably due to failure to resolve the Ekman layer.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Density driven flows have attracted attention because of their theoretical and 
practical importance as fluid dynamics problems. Large estuaries influenced by the 
earth’s rotation are special cases of such density driven flows. While not 
numerous, estuaries like the Chesapeake Bay are economically and ecologically 
important. Proper understanding of how these estuaries interact with the sea is 
important in fisheries and resource management, pollution control and waste dispo­
sal, recreation, navigation and shoreline management issues. They are, in addition, 
interesting from a purely scientific viewpoint. The general features of such flows 
include circulation patterns generated within the estuary, an adjustment region 
around the mouth - the near field - where the lighter water spreads out to form a 
plume, some form of jet like flow structure - the far field - along the coast and a 
region at the leading edge of the intrusion - the nose.
Analytical models, laboratory models and numerical models have all been 
used to study these important flows, but, because the processes involved are 
inherently nonlinear, they present difficulties for observationalists, theoreticians and 
numerical modelers alike. The theoretical and numerical approaches have involved 
linearizing the equations of motion and continuity and making other simplifications 
generally characterized as treating either the estuary or the shelf as a source or sink
1
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2of momentum or salt or as a specified sea level elevation and velocity profiles 
(tidal). Laboratory models can offer valuable insight into the processes involved 
but problems of hydrodynamic scales must be carefully addressed.
Numerical models do solve, in one sense, the mathemetical problems associ­
ated with nonlinear equations, but still leave concern about the correct interpreta­
tion of results. Numerical models can impose large computer time and memory 
requirements which make elaborate experiments difficult. Further, the conditions 
for numerical stability impose stringent limits on the dimension of the timestep for 
a given choice of grid spacing. In shallow coastal seas and estuaries the local 
baroclinic Rossby radius can be of the order of a few kilometers so the grid spac­
ing must be small enough to resolve motions with this length scale. As a result the 
most restrictive condition for numerical stability is usually the Courant-Friedrichs- 
Lewy (CFL) condition that At < Axle where c = (g h )m  is the long wave phase 
speed. Experience with numerical models shows there is no a priori way to 
choose an appropriate timestep that otherwise meets the CFL condition. Timesteps 
which allow stable computation for some useful period in one model configuration 
may prove to be too large in another, as when wind is added. Two-dimensional 
models have the added drawback of disallowing the density interface to surface. 
Thus a prominent feature of density driven flows, the density front, cannot be 
duplicated.
Models of estuarine-shelf interactions which have included the effects of rota­
tion and which examined the near field solutions are Beardsley and Hart (1978),
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3Ikeda (1984), Chao and Boicourt (1986), O’Donnell (1986) and Garvine (1987). A 
number of other workers have discussed far field effects, especially the nature of 
shelf break fronts, for example Kao (1981) and Csanady (1984). Still others have 
dealt with either interactions where rotation was not important (Garvine, 1982) or 
concentrated on estuarine circulations forced in some way by the shelf, Wang and 
Kravitz (1980), Wang (1985) and Spaulding (1984).
One approach to the problem has been to consider only the steady, linear part 
of the flow. This approach has the advantage of being more mathemetically tract­
able in that analytical solutions may be possible. Both Beardsley and Hart (1978) 
and Ikeda (1983) used steady state linear models with the estuary treated as a point 
source or sink. Beardsley and Hart (1978) focused on analytical solutions for a par­
ticular set of bottom profiles and considered the effect of a steady alongshore 
current in their two layer model. Ikeda (1983) considered only a flat bottom case 
with no ambient flow, again in a linear, steady state two layer model. Ikeda (1983) 
developed analytical solutions for the far field which he used as an asymptotic 
boundary condition for the near field solution. Both models produce anticyclonic 
flow in the upper layer near field with smooth transition to far field flow bound to 
the right hand coast. In both cases the anticyclonic flow was due to an upward 
sloping interface (looking seaward). Neither considered the effects of an applied 
wind stress or of tidal forcing.
Chao and Boicourt (1986) developed a fully nonlinear, time-dependent three 
dimensional (5 levels in vertical) model which included the estuary as a long
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
4narrow channel entering the shelf at right angles. A rigid lid and flat bottom were 
specified to filter out coastally trapped barotropic wave components and to enhance 
the possibility of return flow in the lower layer. Their principal results were to 
show that the plume transition to a coastal jet is abrupt and is marked by strong 
cyclonic flow and downwelling while the flow within the plume is anticyclonic. 
Return flow is confined within the plume for reasonable values of vertical mixing 
and bottom drag. Flow in the coastal jet is unidirectional along the right hand 
coast. The density current or intrusion propagates much faster in the channel than 
on the shelf although the difference in speeds decreases as vertical mixing and bot­
tom drag become small. Tidal mixing and wind effects were not considered. Chao 
and Boicourt (1986) attribute deceleration of the intrusion on the shelf to vertical 
mixing of both momentum and density.
Garvine (1987) has extended his previous work on small scale riverine 
discharges to the rotationally modified plume and its associated frontal dynamics in 
a steady state, nearly inviscid layer model. O’Donnell (1986) presented details of 
the development of this model and its application to time dependent cases of plume 
(near field) onset and growth. Garvine (1987) and O’Donnell (1986) used the 
method of characteristics to solve a layer model which explicitly allowed density 
fronts to develop and affect the dynamics of the plume. In this model a channel in 
geostrophic balance discharged onto a shelf with a specified ambient velocity. 
Even weak Coriolis force produced anticyclonic turning and a depth discontinuity 
type of density front. The turning region was characterized as having supercritical
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
5flow (Froude number U 1C > 1). The flow remained supercritical in cases of small 
outlet channel angle, or Kelvin number (ratio of channel width to Rossby radius of 
deformation) or both. For large angles and Kelvin number, the downstream flow 
reverted to a subcritical state and developed instabilities on the outer edge of the 
coastal jet.
Results of various laboratory models of density driven flows also showed 
deceleration of the current along the right hand wall. Whitehead and Chapman 
(1986) reported results of a laboratory model of a density current on a sloping shelf 
and attributed deceleration to radiation of barotropic waves from the nose of the 
intrusion. Results from the same tank experiment using a vertical wall, however, 
showed no appreciable slowing of the density current. Griffiths and Hopfinger 
(1983) attributed deceleration in a laboratory model with constant depth to radia­
tion of momentum from the nose of the current in the form of inertial waves. 
Griffiths and Hopfinger (1983) also noted that the density intrusion decelerated 
continuously along the coast in their rotating tank model and eventually crept along 
the coastline via viscous expansion. Tank configuration in these laboratory experi­
ments was not designed to examine the onset of an estuarine plume, however there 
was some indication of the plume and coastal jet configuration in Griffiths and 
Hopfinger’s Figure 2c. This figure is similar to the numerical model results of 
Chao and Boicourt in that it shows the abrupt transition from plume to coastal jet.
The approach taken in this study has been to use a simple numerical model to 
examine the causes for deceleration and stagnation of the coastal jet. The simplest
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
6approach to the dynamics which retains the density driven flow is a thin upper 
layer over an inert lower layer. The implication is that the two layers are 
effectively decoupled from each other and so can be evaluated independently. In 
particular the upper layer is decoupled from jpographic effects. Is this reasonable 
in terms of physics? One effect of stratification is to inhibit exchange processes 
across an interface. Stable, i.e. N 2 > 0, stratification on a shelf is a characteristic of 
summer when sclar heating and generally weak winds combine to establish a 
strong pycnocline. We are justified in using the single layer model to examine the 
dynamics of a stratified system if we restrict our interest to upper layer motions, 
that is the flow of lower density water onto a stratified continental shelf under the 
influence of earth’s rotation, channel orientation and wind stress. This approach has 
the further advantage, beyond simplicity, that it is relatively economical of com­
puter resources and so can be implemented on machines readily available to most 
researchers, in this case a VAX 11/785.
Linear theory predicts that forced motion in a channel will result in Poincard 
and Kelvin wave propagation in the channel as the free surface attempts to main­
tain a quasi-geostrophic balance - the classic Rossby adjustment problem in a chan­
nel discussed by Gill (1977). If a rigid lid is imposed the same theory can be 
extended to wave motions on the interface between fluid layers of different density. 
The addition of comers to the channel induces additional effects which have been 
studied in terms of diffraction. Buchwald (1968) considered the case of diffraction 
of Kelvin waves at an inside comer (channel turns left in northern hemisphere) and
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7showed the generation of cylindrical Poincard waves at the comer. Buchwald 
(1971) considered the diffraction of tides by a narrow channel. His results showed 
a Kelvin wave propagated into the channel and another Kelvin wave along the 
right hand coast. A standing Poincard wave developed around the channel mouth as 
a matching solution. Webb and Pond (1986) extended this work to diffraction at an 
inside comer for arbitrary channel angles, widths and radii. For values comparable 
to this model, they predict almost complete transmission of energy around the 
comer in form of Kelvin waves. Chemiawsky and LeBlond (1986) examined 
steady state, nonlinear inviscid flow around arbitrary reentrant and inside comers 
using a perturbation expansion in terms of the Rossby number (UIfL).  Addition of 
the terms of order of the Rossby number to the 0(1) geostrophic solution caused 
the current to widen at a reentrant comer which they attributed to the nonlinear 
terms.
Linear theory also predicts that phase speed will be constant in the channel 
and on the shelf. Chao and Boicourt (1986) found that the phase speed of a density 
current is faster in the channel than on the shelf. The question of whether this 
reduction in phase speed on the shelf is due to detrainment will be examined in 
this model by parametizing vertical mixing of density with a Newtonian cooling 
coefficient in the continuity equation. Newtonian cooling is a meteorological term 
used to parametize the long term effects of infrared radiation in driving the upper 
atmosphere to radiative equilibrium (Gill, 1982). In the oceanographic context it 
represents a change in volume due to vertical mixing of density.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
8The purpose of the present study was to examine the effects of mixing of den­
sity (entrainment/detrainment processes or Newtonian cooling) and mixing of 
momentum (interfacial friction or Rayleigh friction) on the character of the estua- 
rine plume and coastal jet and on the propagation speed of the intrusion using a 
conventional reduced gravity model. The secondary purpose was to examine the 
applicablity of the approach to the entire flow regime from inflow at the head of 
the channel, adjustment to geostrophy and formation of the estuarine plume. The 
model explicitly allows examination of the predicted wave motions on that inter­
face under various conditions of forcing. A major area of interest is the bay mouth 
region where there is an abrupt transition from the channel configuration which 
favors Kelvin wave propagation to a semi infinite ocean basin in which other wave 
modes are possible. The model differs from point source models in that the transi­
tion zone dynamics result explicitly from wave passage with no assumption of 
symmetry.
The principal result was that vertical mixing of density, as modelled by 
Newtonian cooling, was responsible for deceleration of the density intrusion on the 
shelf while vertical mixing of momentum controlled the rate of deceleration. For 
values of Newtonian cooling coefficient (e) greater than 5.0xl0-6 s -1 the intrusion 
moved at constant speed in the channel but decelerated and eventually stalled at 
some distance downstream from the plume. For constant e this distance was 
inversely proportional to the magnitude of the interfacial friction coefficient. For 
cases with e small, the current moved at essentially constant speed in both the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
9channel and on the shelf. Wind effects have not been adequately modelled because 
the Ekman layer was not adequately resolved. Channel configuration effects were 
the result of Kelvin and Poincard wave interactions with comers. The complex hor­
izontal patterns of transition from plume to coastal jet seen in Chao and Boicourt’s 
(1986) three-dimensional numerical model and in laboratory models were qualita­
tively reproduced by the two-dimensional model.
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CHAPTER 2
THE MODEL
A one and a half layer nonlinear primitive-equation f-plane model was used. 
The combination of rigid lid and infinitely deep inert lower layer precluded any 
barotropic waves. Vertical mixing of momentum was parametized through linear 
interfacial friction. Vertical mixing of density was parametized through a 
Newtonian cooling coefficient in the continuity equation. In this context 
’Newtonian cooling’ represented a time constant for detrainment rather than a ther­
modynamic equilibrium constant as used in meteorology (Gill, 1982). After suit­
able manipulation of the transport equations for a two layer system, the model 
equations reduced to
where
L ( ) is an operator defining the nonlinear terms, 
g* is reduced gravity,
T] is the interface deviation from the initial condition,
is the wind stress, 
r(- is the interfacial drag coefficient,
e is the Newtonian cooling coefficient, and
subscripts t , x , and y  indicate time and space derivatives.
Ut + L(U)  - f V  = -g*hx\x + A hV2m + T* -  r,« 
Vt + L(V)  + f U  = -g*hT\y + A hV 2v + xy -  r;v 
ti,+en + Ux + Vy = 0
(1)
(2)
(3)
10
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Complete derivations for these equations are given in Appendix A.
Equations (1), (2) and (3) in three unknowns defined the lowest baroclinic 
mode of a two layer system. Since we have assumed the lower layer velocities to 
be zero, the equations described the dynamic fields in the upper, active layer.
The equations were cast in finite difference form and solved numerically using 
a staggered grid where pressure (interface depth) was computed at grid intersec­
tions and u and v were computed one half grid space to the left and one half grid 
space ’below’, respectively, the pressure field. The code listing provided by Chao 
was that used by McCreary (1983) and represented a variation of Holland and Lin 
(1975) model. A complete program listing for the straight channel version is given 
in Appendix C. Coding of the nonlinear terms followed that of Holland and Lin 
(1975). Thus u was on a north-south and v was on an east-west physical boundary. 
Figure 1 shows the lower left comer of the grid. S, e and q represent h, v and u, 
respectively, at points one half grid space outside the boundary of the domain. 
These quantities were used in solutions of the continuity equation at the boundaries 
and in solution of the nonlinear terms which involve seventeen adjoining values of 
u, v and h. Values of h at these phantom points were found from solution of the 
momentum equations at the wall using Taylor series for the partial derivatives as 
shown in Appendix A. Equation (4) represents the momentum equation at a 
’western’ boundary with h0(=s{) the value to be computed.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
This scheme allowed accurate specification of kinematic boundary conditions 
(no flow normal to the coast) on either east-west or north-south boundaries and 
simplifies coding of dynamic (free slip or no slip) boundary conditions. The cod­
ing used standard centered space and forward leapfrog time derivatives. Horizontal 
friction terms lagged the other terms by one timestep and were included for numer­
ical stability. Vertical friction entered through wind stress and interfacial friction 
which acted as body forces on the upper, active layer. An Euler backward timestep 
was performed at a prime number (53) of timesteps to reduce the numerical mode 
splitting which occurs in leapfrog schemes. The model stored variables at three (n- 
1, n, n+1) timesteps except for the open boundary where a fourth time level (n-2) 
was needed at one grid point away from the boundary to solve the open boundary 
condition according to Orlanski (1976).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
Open boundary conditions were initially specified using the simplified scheme of 
Kreiss (1966), which assumed that the phase speed of any disturbance in the 
domain was just Ax/At. The simplified condition worked in the shelf model 
configuration but not in the bay shelf configuration. The final radiation condition 
used was the Orlanski (1976) radiation condition in a form suggested by Chapman 
(1985), in which the phase speed of each quantity (u,v,h) was calculated and 
applied in determining the future (n+1) value of the quantity on the open boundary. 
While this formulation allowed different propagation speeds for each property it 
also had the restriction that where <|> was the specified property, must be in the 
range 0 < < Ax/At. The minor disadvantage of this condition was that it
required a value away from the boundary at a fourth (n-2) timestep.
Physical boundaries in the model, i.e. the channel walls and the western boun­
dary of the shelf, were treated as no-slip walls (m = v  =0). The eastern (oceanic) 
boundary was specified as free slip (u = 0 , vx = 0). The presence of the channel 
added an inside (convex) comer where the channel entered the shelf as shown 
schematically in Figure 1. The value of the interface height outside the grid 
(marked s* in Figure 1) used in solving the momentum equations was treated, fol­
lowing Roach (1976), as being double valued. Thus the value of s* in Figure 1
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Figure 1. Staggered Numerical Grid. Points marked q, e and s represent u, v and h at 
grid points outside the physical boundaries. Heavy line marks the physical boundary.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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was obtained from a solution of the x-momentum equation for values used in com­
puting u and from solution of the y-momentum equation for values used in com­
puting v.
Wind stress was the product of a patch function wf(y) and component (t*01) 
magnitude and was constant in direction for a given experiment. The patch func­
tion was zero within 30 km of northern and southern boundaries, ramped up(down) 
for 10 km and was constant (wf=l) over the remainder of the domain. The result 
of using the patch function was that the wind stress curl was everywhere zero 
except in the area covered by the ramp and only when x* was non zero. The wind 
was either ON for a specified time or OFF and had a non zero component in x or y 
direction.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
The finite difference equations were integrated over the model domain with 
grid spacing of 2 km in both x and y directions. Distance along the right hand 
channel wall (looking downstream) was 100 km in all model configurations. A 
200 km coast downstream of the estuary mouth allowed examination of the coastal 
jet for reasonable periods. Timestep was 300 seconds which satisfied the CFL con­
dition for numerical stability. The constant value of reduced gravity was 2.0 cm s~2 
which corresponded to a constant density difference of 2 a t units. Model initial 
condition was a flat interface at 10 m and zero velocity everywhere except the 
head of the channel where \u,v I = 2.0 cm s -1. The inflow velocity at the head of 
the channel was increased over 5 days to 27 cm s_1 using a tanh function to damp 
any inertial oscillations and so promote numerical stability. The maximum value 
of the inflow was of order 105 m3s ' 1. The inflow was approximately half the mean 
outflow from the Amazon (1.75x10s m3s~1, Gibbs, 1970) and two orders of mag­
nitude greater than estuaries such as the Columbia River and Chesapeake Bay 
(2039 m 3 s -1, Boicourt, 1973). Initial experiments showed that the model results 
were not sensitive to the magnitude of the inflow. The value chosen allowed things 
to happen in a reasonable time period.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The range e used in this series of experiments was 0.0 to l.OxlO-5 s-1. The 
maximum value of e was that which kept all the terms in the continuity equation of 
O (1). Horizontal mixing of momentum was included only to ensure numerical sta­
bility. Vertical mixing of momentum was included in the form of linear interfacial 
friction coefficient that ranged from 0.0 to 0.035 cm ,s-1 and in some experiments 
in the additional form of wind stress of 0.5 dynes cm~2.
Model runs were typically ten model days duration. Interface height 
( h - h 0 > 10.0 cm) was contoured at two meter intervals and velocity vectors 
(\u  I > 1.0 cm s -1) plotted every model day. Velocity components and interface 
height were stored at the end of each run for use in restarting the model and for 
data analysis. Daily interface height contours were used to track nose position of 
the intrusion which was arbitrarily chosen as the location of the two meter isopleth 
measured approximately two kilometers from the right hand wall. Velocity vectors 
were computed at the same grid position as the interface height. For clarity only 
every other vector was plotted. Time and length scales for the exponential decay of 
the coastal jet were computed using the method of Mangelsdorf (1959) for unk­
nown asymptotes.
Experiments were designed to determine the effects of Newtonian cooling and 
interfacial friction in the straight channel case and to examine the effects of chan­
nel orientation and wind forcing using fixed values of e and interfacial friction. The 
three channel orientations included one normal to the coast (T) and two parallel to 
the coast (L and r)- The two orientations parallel to the coast covered the case (L)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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where northward, upwelling favorable winds retarded the flow on the shelf and and 
in the channel; and the case (T) where northward, upwelling favorable wind 
accelerated flow in the channel and retarded flow on the shelf. A series of prelim­
inary experiments was conducted to determine the behavior of the model with 
different forcings, frictional parameters and velocity spin up times. A brief series of 
complementary experiments on a 100 km by 200 km shelf were also conducted.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER 3
NUMERICAL RESULTS
Numerical results on the effects of Newtonian cooling and interfacial friction 
in the straight channel case are presented first, principally in terms of experiment 
T l. Following the discussion of the straight channel case, results for the two other 
channel orientations are presented and compared with the straight channel. Finally, 
effects of constant wind stress applied for three days are presented. Figure 2 out­
lines the domain for the straight channel case. Points where measurements were 
taken are marked with arrows. Table 1 lists the model variables for each experi­
ment along with computed nose propagation speeds, penetration lengths and decay 
times.
Within six hours of start time the intrusion began to turn anticyclonically until 
it reached the right hand channel wall. There it turned cyclonically and propagated 
along the wall. The interface deepened on its right side and had the appearance of 
a thinning wedge as it propagated along the wall. The interface continually 
deepened at the head of the channel under the influence of increasing inflow, which 
reached steady state condition at about day six in versions with Newtonian cooling. 
Other versions showed no evidence of steady state before the end of the experi­
ment (T6) or before becoming numerically unstable (T3, T5). All the versions had 
similar appearance in a vertical along channel section and the experiments with
19
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Figure 2. Model Domain, (a) T or straight channel, (b) L and (c) T. Dimensions in 
kilometers. Small tick marks indicate locations where current width measurements 
were taken in channel and on shelf. Open arrow indicates inflow. Channel walls and 
western shelf boundary are no-slip. Eastern boundary is ffee-slip. Shelf in each figure 
is 100 km by 300 km . Channel is 20 km wide and 100 km along the right hand wall 
in each case. "Open" indicates shelf boundary with radiation boundary condition.
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Table 1. Experiment Parameters
Case
Parameters 
£ n
Penetration Length 
^  L p .
Decay Time 
ac a,
Propagation Speed
Cc Ct C,
T le-5 0.0350 112.1 21.5 -0.257 -0.480 19.3 10.6 5.9
T1 le-5 0.0035 111.7 117.3 -0.400 -0.302 34.5 6.9 14.3
T2 le-5 0.0070 110.1 96.2 -0.347 -0.315 32.5 18.1 12.2
T3 OeO 0.0 119.6 -1302.7 -0.537 0.028 44.3 44.3 46.0
T4 le-5 0.0 108.4 172.8 -0.289 -0.246 36.5 24.6 18.8
T5 OeO 0.0035 121.6 -3773.8 -0.680 0.010 42.9 42.9 44.1
T6 le-6 0.0035 119.0 -18143.2 -0.574 0.002 41.8 41.8 42.4
T7 5e-6 0.0035 111.3 385.2 -0.307 -0.111 37.0 31.4 27.5
LI le-5 0.0035 115.7 167.3 -0.533 -0.803 35.5 19.6 22.7
L5 OeO 0.0035 115.8 -985.0 -0.527 0.039 46.5 46.5 53.0
T18 le-5 0.0035 85.2 432.9 -0.387 -0.081 34.5 30.0 27.2
rno le-5 0.0035 106.3 327.6 -0.315 -0.110 36.5 21.3 24.4
T5 OeO 0.0035 113.6 -1144.0 -0.757 0.033 45.2 45.2 50.5
Notes:
• All experiments had constant /  = l.OxlO-4 s -1, g* = 2.0 cm s~2 and 
Ah = 3.0x10s cm2 s~l.
• Case T18 indicates experiment with 80 km distance along right hand channel 
wall. All other experiments had 100 km distance along right hand channel wall.
• Subscripts c and s indicate data for channel and shelf respectively.
• Cj indicates propagation speed computed from linear regression of all nose posi­
tion data versus time for a given experiment.
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small e were consistently deeper, as expected. Plan view of the interface showed a 
more jet like appearance in experiments with small e but neither version had any 
notable structure in the region of the nose.
At the channel mouth the intrusion began immediately to turn right along the 
coast under the influence of the Coriolis parameter and to expand slowly in the 
offshore direction. In all cases with e greater than 5.0x10-6 j _1, except T, the 
intrusion reached the channel mouth at about day three. For experiments with 
small or zero e the intrusion reached the mouth about one day earlier. As time con­
tinued a bulge or plume characterized by anticyclonic turning developed in the first 
20 km downstream from the channel mouth. This plume expanded very slowly in 
the offshore direction and deepened along the right hand wall. In general the 
deepest part of the plume was slightly downstream of the widest part of the plume. 
In most cases the flow separated from the wall as evidenced by the formation of a 
complete anticyclonic gyre within the plume.
A coastal jet appeared almost immediately after the flow rounded the comer 
and propagated along the right hand coast as the plume expanded in volume. 
Width of this jet appeared to be constant for most of its length. Those with small e 
were much wider and had a pronounced lateral indentation near the plume. The 
nose in experiments with small e (T3, T5 and T6) showed evidence of wave like 
structure on the offshore edge and appeared to have a steep vertical profile immedi­
ately behind the nose. Figure 3 illustrates the interface height and velocity vectors 
in this progression for model version T1 from day three to day six. Figure 4
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Figure 3. Interface Contours and Currents. Model version T1 with r, = 0.0035 cm s_1 
and e=1.0xl0-5 s -1. Interface depth (h -h 0) for (a) day three, (c) four, (e) five and (g) 
six. Contour interval of 200 cm. Currents shown in (b), (d), (f) and (h) for days three 
through six. Length of maximum vector is constant shown by arrow. Figures show 
propagation of intrusion from near mouth of channel and around comer, formation of 
plume and coastal jet.
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Figure 4. Interface Contours and Currents. Model version T6 with =0.0035 cm s-1 
and 8= l.OxlO-6 .s-1. (a) Interface depth (h -h 0) contours at 200 cm intervals and (b) 
current vectors on day six.
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shows the depth contours and currents for version T3 on day six.
Initially the maximum velocity was found near the head of the channel but as 
time progressed the locus of the maximum velocity moved downstream, consistent 
with rotational acceleration of the density current in the channel. Width of the 
velocity structure matched the appearance of the interface in the channel, being jet­
like for experiments with large £ and broader in experiments with small e. Once 
the plume developed, the maximum velocities were found in the plume at the chan­
nel mouth. The experiments with large e show evidence of a small cyclonic gyre or 
counterflow at about the two o’clock position on the outer edge of the plume. This 
feature was not seen in any version with small e. It was also absent from a linear 
version and one in which the channel width was ten kilometers.
Velocity in the coastal jet decayed downstream from the plume in all versions, 
but those with small e appeared to decay much more slowly, if at all. Maximum 
velocities in the coastal jet were less than half the maximum in the plume for ver­
sions with large e and approximately 70 percent of the maximum in the plume for 
the other versions. In any case maximum velocities in the plume were inversely 
proportional to the value of e. Significant cross stream velocities were found only 
in the inflow region and in the plume in the versions with large £. Experiments 
with negligible detrainment exhibited virtually parallel flow in the channel even at 
the head of the channel, cross stream flow in the plume and confused flow patterns 
at the offshore edge of the nose.
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EFFECTS OF INTERFACIAL FRICTION AND DETRAINMENT
Nose Propagation Figure 5 shows the nose position (XN) for the first ten days of 
all model experiments plotted versus time. This figure shows qualitatively that the 
nose of the jet has decelerated (or stalled) along the shelf boundary in the experi­
ments with e greater than 5.0xl0-6 s -1 while propagation speed appeared nearly 
constant in the experiments with smaller values of e. The solid line indicated by 
Cq shows nose position due to the linear propagation speed. The four straight 
channel experiments with constant e (l.OxlO-5 s -1) and different values of interfa­
cial friction showed propagation speed apparently less than the linear wave speed, 
higher in the channel than on the shelf and decelerating on the shelf. Experiment 
T7 with smaller e (5.0xl0-6 s -1) gave comparable results in that the coastal jet 
stalled along the coast. Two experiments with no Newtonian cooling and different 
values of interfacial friction (0.0 and 0.0035 cm s~l) showed no evidence of 
deceleration on the shelf for the duration of the experiment. Both experiments 
become numerically unstable before ten days for reasons apparently related to the 
open boundary condition. A third experiment (T6) with smaller (l.OxlO-6 s -1) e 
had a similar result with slightly lower propagation speed.
Linear regression of nose position versus time was made to estimate the nose 
propagation speed for each experiment. If linear theory holds the expected result
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Figure 5. Nose Position versus Time. Daily nose position for 13 experiments (XN = 
distance from head of channel in kilometers) versus time in days. Line indicated by 
C0 is position of an intrusion moving at linear wave speed. Dotted lines are experi­
ments with e > 5.0X10-6 s-1, dashed lines are experiments with 
e = 0.0 or l.OxlO-6 s -1.
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would be that the slope of the line divided by the linear phase speed should be 
approximately 1.0. The experiments with larger e gave mean propagation speed in 
the channel Cc= 31.96 km d~l (XN= -7.24 (km)+31.96 (km d~l) t(d)) using the 
means of the intercept and the slope. Correlation coefficients were greater than 
0.991 and the ratio of the mean slope to the linear propagation speed (Cc/C0) was 
0.827. Use of all data points for these experiments, i.e., nose positions in both 
channel and on the shelf, gave XN =40.74+18.32 t with correlation coefficients in 
the range from 0.556 (Tl) to 0.987 (T7) and C/C0= 0.474. In this case the positive 
intercept indicated a physically unrealistic result, namely propagation of the intru­
sion prior to start of the experiment. As a further check on propagation in the 
channel experiment T l was rerun to allow determination of nose position at six 
hour intervals. These data gave XN= -9.75 + 34.27 t (Cc=34.27 km d -1) with 
correlation coefficient of 0.999.
Fit of the nose position versus time (all data points) for three experiments (T3, 
T5 and T6) with small e gave a mean nose position XN= -14.86+43.01 t with 
correlation coefficients greater than 0.999 and C /C0= 1.113. Since daily nose posi­
tions gave too few points for determination of the propagation speed in the channel 
for these experiments, T6 was rerun and nose position in the channel determined at 
six hour intervals. These data gave XN= -15.00+42.801 and correlation 
coefficient of 0.999. The value for propagation speed in the channel was not 
significantly different from the mean determined from all the data and I conclude 
that the propagation speed was constant in these versions and greater than linear
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propagation speed. Propagation speeds greater than linear wave speed have been 
shown by Bennett (1973) for Kelvin waves to be caused by the advective terms in 
the momentum equations. Experiments with linear versions of the model showed 
that the nonlinear terms increased the phase speed by about 2.9 percent.
Another estimate of nose propagation speed was obtained by dividing daily 
nose position by elapsed time. Figure 6a shows this nose propagation speed nor­
malized by linear phase speed plotted against time normalized by inertial period 
(Ti = 2 itlf). Figure 6b shows normalized propagation speed plotted against nose 
position normalized by Rossby radius of deformation (XN/RQ). The experiments 
with small e were at least qualitatively different from those with larger e in that 
they did not appear to be decelerating whereas the others do. All the experiments 
indicated rapid acceleration in the first day of the experiment and deceleration as 
the intrusion neared the mouth of the channel. Interval by interval calculations of 
propagation speed showed the same trends but with more scatter in the data. Poly­
nomial regression of these data with and without the first point gave correlation 
coefficients from 0.846 to 0.949 (all points) and from 0.961 to 0.999 (all points 
less first) with all but one greater than 0.980.
Linear regressions of propagation speed versus both e and interfacial friction 
showed that propagation speed in the channel for all experiments was about equally 
correlated with e and with interfacial friction (C (e) = 44.2 km d~l -  12.8 £ and 
C (r* ) = 39.94 km d~l -  6.98 r*) with correlation coefficients of 0.63 and 0.48, 
respectively. Taking only values of propagation speed when either e or interfacial
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Figure 6. Nose Propagation Speed. Daily computation of nose speed (C =XN/t) nor­
malized by linear propagation speed Cq plotted versus (a) time normalized by rota­
tional period (T,- = 2pi I f ) and (b) nose position normalized by Rossby radius. Arrows 
in (a) indicate asymptotic velocity U0 computed by Griffiths and Hopfinger (G&H) 
and Stem, et al., (S). Solid line is linear fit to data from experiment T6. Dotted lines 
indicate experiments with e > 5.0xl0-6 s -1, dashed line indicates 
8 = 0.0 , l.OxlO-6 s~ \
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friction was constant made only a small improvement in the correlations. Regres­
sion of all the data for both channel and shelf gave C = 44.7 km d~x -  30.8 e with 
correlation coefficient of 0.84. The same values of propagation speed were essen­
tially independent of interfacial friction. Regressions were also made against the 
sum of e and interfacial friction and against the square root of their product. Chan­
nel speed was reasonably correlated with both (correlation coefficients of 0.80 and 
0.79), but propagation speed based on channel and shelf data was not well corre­
lated with either sum or product.
Asymptotic Behavior of the Nose Time and distance scales for the decay of the 
current, decay time (a) and penetration length (Lp ), respectively, were computed in 
two separate regimes, the channel and the shelf, to further explore the apparent 
differences in propagation between channel and shelf.
Penetration length computed in the channel extended seaward of the estuary 
mouth and was nearly constant in the cross shelf direction regardless of the magni­
tude of interfacial friction but appeared to be reasonably well correlated with e 
(correlation coefficient of 0.852 for all data and 0.764 for data with constant inter­
facial friction). Decay time was less strongly correlated with detrainment (correla­
tion coefficients 0.737 and 0.560, for same cases as penetration length). In all eight 
straight channel cases the decay time was negative in the channel regime. Lower 
correlation coefficients for decay time may be due to the method of computation.
Penetration length and decay time along the shelf were poorly correlated with
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interfacial friction. In the absence of detrainment the intrusion had negative pene­
tration length and positive ’decay’ time which indicated a process that was growing 
rather than decaying. The negative penetration length had no physical significance. 
In fact both of these experiments became numerically unstable in a manner con­
sistent with rapidly growing velocity or with upstream propagating waves. The 
numerical instability could result from such waves since the open boundary condi­
tion allows only propagation out of the domain. The experiment with small e 
(l.OxlO-6 s-1) also exhibited this growth mode but the time constant was of the 
order of several hundred days. This experiment remained numerically stable. 
Garvine’s (1987) nearly inviscid, steady state model produced downstream-growing 
unstable disturbances embedded in the coastal jet. The phenomenon must be related 
to the time-growing disturbances produced here.
Griffiths and Hopfinger (1983) estimated an asymptotic velocity ratio (U0) 
defined as the mean intercept from linear regressions of normalized (by linear pro­
pagation speed C 0) nose propagation speed versus both time and nose position. 
The value of U0 is an estimate of the maximum nondimensional velocity in cases 
where the velocity decays with time. They reported a mean UQ of 0.93 ± 0.14. In 
comparison, linear regression of the normalized nose propagation speeds after day 
three was made for each of the eight straight channel experiments reported here. 
Use of data after day three corresponded to Griffiths and Hopfinger’s choice of 
data after the velocity maximum. The mean intercept was 0.91 ± 0.10. Mean inter­
cept for only the experiments with decay of the nose propagation speed was
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0.90 ±0.13. Both values were in good agreement with the values reported by 
Griffiths and Hopfinger and with the slightly higher value (1.0 ±0.1) of Stem, 
Whitehead and Hua (1982). The regression line plotted for experiment T6 in Fig­
ures 6a and 6b illustrates the location of UQ and the growth mode of the experi­
ments without detrainment.
Upstream Current Width Current width defined as distance from the wall to the 
two meter isopleth was measured in the channel at 60 and 80 km from the head of 
the channel and on the shelf at 20 and 40 km downstream of the channel mouth. 
This measure overestimated the velocity component e-folding scale by less than 
one kilometer in experiments T1 and T6 in the channel. On the shelf this measure 
appealed to underestimate the velocity component e-folding scale by about 30 per­
cent for versions with detrainment and to overestimate the current width for those 
without detrainment by the same amount. Qualitative comparison of the interface 
contour plots and velocity plots suggest that this measure gave a consistent view, if 
not absolutely accurate in terms of e-folding scale, of the temporal behavior of 
current patterns in all versions and so was used in the statistical analyses that fol­
low.
Figure 7 shows current width (normalized by Rossby radius) measured at both 
60 and 80 km from the head of the channel plotted against time in inertial periods. 
The cases with large e were all confined, with one exception, to less than 
11 km (2.5 R 0) from the wall while those with small £ tended to fill the majority of 
the channel width. The exception was the width at 60 km in experiment T, which
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Figure 7. Current Width in Channel. Normalized current width (y//?o) using 2 m iso- 
pleth in channel plotted versus time in inertial periods. Measured (a) 60 km and (b) 
80 km from head of channel. Data grouped by e ( v  =1.0xl0-5, O =5.0xl0-6, A 
<5.0xl0-6) and rt (solid line = 0.035 cm s -1, dotted line = 0.0035 cm s~l, dashed line 
= 0.007 cm s -1, and dash - dot line = 0.0 cm s-1).
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had the highest value for interfacial friction. Experiment T also had Rayleigh fric­
tion coefficient (r,/ h ) and Newtonian cooling coefficient of the same magnitude, 
an important distinction which will be discussed later. Current profiles in the chan­
nel are shown in Figure 8; those with large e (Figure 8a) were confined to a more 
jet like structure along the right hand wall and with higher velocity than the cases 
without detrainment. The cases with small e (Figure 8b) had broad current profiles 
with highest currents toward the ceppppnter of the channel. Note that the velocity 
components in Figure 8 were scaled by inflow speed (27 cm s -1 at steady state). 
Appearance of the interface contours and the velocity profiles were similar in being 
either broad or jetlike.
Measurements of current width 20 km along the shelf showed some evidence 
of southward propagation of the plume as evidenced by a strong correlation with 
time (correlation coefficients greater than 0.93) in experiments T3, T5, T6 and T7. 
Measurements at the 40 km mark are plotted in Figure 9. Current width at this 
mark was not well correlated with time except experiment T5 (correlation 
coefficient 0.960). Figure 10 shows the velocity profiles for experiments T1 and T6 
at day ten and illustrates the differences between experiments with large and small 
e. Mean current width at each mark was computed for each experiment and 
regressions performed versus both e and interfacial friction. Current width at both 
marks was strongly correlated with e (correlation coefficients of 0.959 at 20 km 
and 0.925 at 40 km) and poorly correlated with interfacial friction (correlation 
coefficients less than 0.04). It was interesting that the current in experiment T6 had
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Figure 8. Current Profiles (u component) in Channel. Cross channel profile of u nor­
malized by inflow velocity u0 plotted against channel width normalized by Rossby 
radius (y/Ro) for (a) version T1 and (b) version T6. Measured on day ten at 60 km 
(□), 80 km (o) and 100 km (a) from channel head. Solid line identifies profile at 
60 km . Arrow indicates width measured using 2 m isopleth at 60 km .
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Figure 9. Current Width on Shelf. Normlized current width (x/R0) versus time in iner­
tial periods. Measured (a) 20 km and (b) 40 km from channel mouth. Data grouped 
by value of e and r,- as in Figure 7.
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Figure 10. Current Profiles (v component) on Shelf. Cross shelf profile of v normal­
ized by inflow velocity u0 plotted against shelf width normalized by Rossby radius 
(x / R q) for (a) version T1 and (b) version T6. Measured on day ten at channel mouth 
( a ) ,  20 km (o), 40 km (□ and solid line) and 100 km (dashed line) from channel 
mouth.
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a more jetlike appearance on the shelf than in the channel. Maximum velocities in 
the coastal jet were virtually identical to those in the channel jet in the experiment 
without detrainment; however, in the experiment with detrainment the maximum 
velocity in the coastal jet was half that measured in the channel jet.
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CHANNEL CONFIGURATION EFFECTS
Three channel orientations were considered. The straight channel (T series) 
was used to determine the effects of Newtonian cooling and interfacial friction as 
reported in the previous section. The "L" and 'T" configurations were used in 
experiments with and without Newtonian cooling (e = 0.0 , l.OxlO-5 s -1) and con­
stant interfacial friction (r; = .0035 cm s~l). Figures 2b and 2c show the "L" and 
’T" configuration dimensions, respectively, and the locations where current width 
measurements analogous to the straight channel case (shown in Figure 2a) were 
taken.
The principal physical differences between the configurations were the direc­
tion and location of comers looking downstream. Distance from the head of the 
channel to the shelf was a constant 100 km measured along the right hand wall. 
Comers where the channel turned left were classified as inside comers and those 
which turned right were classified as reentrant in the terminology of Chemiawsky 
and LeBlond (1986). The straight channel case had only one reentrant comer at 
100 km from the channel head. The L channel had an inside comer at 70 km and a 
reentrant comer at 100 km . The V channel had a reentrant comer at 90 km and a 
second reentrant comer at 100 km .
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In both L and T  configurations the region of adjustment to geostrophy at the 
inflow appeared to be identical to the straight channel cases with comparable 
values of e and interfacial friction. Distance travelled along the centerline of the 
channel (XCL) was used as a measure of this similarity. Distance travelled was 
normalized by the centerline length (Lc l ) of the appropriate channel. Mean nor­
malized distance in cases without detrainment was Xcl/Lcl = 1.13 ± 0.04 after 
eight days. This distance (XCL) was comparable to the mean penetration length 
(LP /100 km) of 1.17 computed in the same experiments. In all cases without 
detrainment flow in the channel gave the appearance of being only weakly 
modified by rotation after an initial period of adjustment of about three days. Dis­
tance travelled along the right hand wall was compared with channel length along 
the right hand wall in a manner consistent with distance travelled along the center- 
line. Mean normalized distance along the right hand wall was 1.16 ± 0.03. In con­
trast, the cases with detrainment had a mean normalized centerline propagation dis­
tance of 0.22 ± 0.07. If the distance travelled were normalized by the centerline 
length to the first reentrant comer, the mean normalized propagation distance was 
0.25 ± 0.04. Clearly the major differences were between versions with and without 
detrainment while differences in propagation due to configuration were more sub­
tle.
Flow around the inside comer in case L was characterized by set down of the 
interface which represented available potential energy for conversion to kinetic 
energy. Chemiawsky and LeBlond (1986) described this phenomenon in terms of
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centrifugal downwelling (or upwelling at a reentrant comer). Plot of nose position 
versus time indicated qualitatively that nose propagation speed was approximately 
equal to C0 until the comer was reached after which it decreased slightly. This 
behavior is seen graphically in Figure 5. Linear regression of nose position versus 
time in the channel gave Cc = 35.5 km d -1 (XN = -5.3+35.5 r) and correlation 
coefficient of 0.989. Standard error of the propagation speed was 3.8 km d-1. 
Computed propagation speed in the straight channel case with the same values for 
E and interfacial friction (l.OxlO-5 s -1 and 0.0035 cm s~l, respectively) was 
34.5 km d -1 with a standard error of 0.866 km d-1. The qualitative features noted 
were within the standard error of the data. A similar result for the T  configuration 
was obtained where the propagation speed was 36.5 km d -1 with standard error of 
4.3 km d-1. Propagation speed was 2.9% higher in the L channel and 5.8% higher 
in the T channel than the straight channel and with an order of magnitude greater 
variability in both cases. Some of the variability must have been due to the small 
sample size since only three data points were generally available in the channel. A 
separate short duration experiment in the straight channel allowed measuring nose 
propagation at six hour intervals. This data set gave Cc = 34.3 km d-1 with a stan­
dard error of 0.4 km d-1. Most of the variability may thus be attributable to the 
presence of comers which generated Poincard waves to be superimposed on the 
underlying Kelvin wave propagating in the channel, although it has not been possi­
ble to quantify this effect
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Once around the inside comer the current became wider than the current 
upstream of the bend. Figure 11 shows the interface contours and velocity vectors 
on day six for comparison with Figures 3g and 3h and Figures 4a and 4b. Figure 
12, a plot of local Froude number (Fify = Ut j  / (g*/t, j ) 1/2) computed for day ten, 
shows a thin supercritical core (F > 1)) in the last 20 km of the channel. Such a 
supercritical core was not present in either the straight channel or T  cases. Indica­
tion of supercritical flow was consistent with a locally widening flow, however it 
was interesting that the ’widening’ occurred in a channel of constant width. The 
widening may have been caused by superposition of Poincard waves generated at 
the inside comer.
Formation of the plume in the L channel case occurred at about day four as it 
did in the straight channel case shown in Figure 3c. The general features were 
similar except that the transition from channel to plume appeared to have an 
inflection in case L. By day ten the width of the plume was identical in both cases, 
however, in case L the plume was four meters deeper, had higher velocity 
(66.7 cm s -1 vice 48.6 cm s -1), and had a more complicated interface and velocity 
structure. The velocity structure was just beginning to show the anticyclonic gyre 
in the plume at day ten whereas it had appeared in the straight channel case within 
two days after the intrusion rounded the comer. Once this gyre developed it 
remained a feature of the plume. The interface rose as the intrusion approached the 
reentrant comer, deepened after rounding the comer, rose again , fell to its lowest 
depth along the wall and then rose again sharply as the flow transitioned from the
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Figure 11. Interface Contours and Currents. Model version LI with rL =0.0035 cm s -1 
and £=1.0xl0-5 s-1. (a) Interface depth (h -h 0) contours at 200 cm intervals and (b) 
current vectors on day six.
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Figure 12. Local Froude Number. Model version LI. Data from day ten in 50 km 
square around channel mouth. Contour intervals 0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0 and 1.4. Dotted line 
indicates two meter isopleth.
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plume structure to a coastal jet. The small cyclonic gyre reported on the outer rim 
of the plume in the straight channel case was only weakly evident in case L. A 
broad band of supercritical flow characterized the outer edge of the plume from 12 
to five o’clock with a radius of approximately six kilometers (or approx 1.4 R 0) 
with the center located at the wall in the region where the interface was rising. 
Supercritical flow was also indicated at the center of the roughly elliptical arc.
Formation of the plume in case T took place at the first reentrant comer 
which placed the plume inside the channel mouth. This plume developed earlier 
and faster and was approximately three kilometers wider at day ten. Figure 13 
shows the interface contours and velocity vectors for this experiment on day six for 
comparison with Figures 3, 4 and 11. Initially a widening of the coastal current 
occurred which looked like a second plume. This feature lasted only a day or so 
and did not separate from the wall. Velocities in the plume were the highest 
(103 cm s ' 1) noted in any of the experiments. Because of the location of the plume 
inside the channel mouth a complex circulation pattern developed in the upstream 
portion of the channel. As the channel jet impinged on the opposite wall 110 km 
downstream from the head, a cyclonic eddy developed which dominated the left 
comer of the channel and rejoined the plume. The core of supercritical flow in the 
channel jet in case L was not present in this case. The supercritical flow arc in the 
plume had the same radius (= 1.4 R 0) as the two previous examples. The highest 
Froude number in Figure 14 was three times higher than case L and was found in a 
small center where the cyclonic eddy rejoined the plume. Supercritical flow here
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Figure 13. Interface Contours and Currents. Model version T1 with rt- =0.0035 cm s-1 
and e= l.OxlO-5 s~l . (a) Interface depth (h -h 0) contours at 200 cm intervals and (b) 
current vectors on day six.
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Figure 14. Local Froude Number. Model version Tl. Data from day ten in 50 km 
square around channel mouth. Contour intervals 0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 3.0 and 6.0. Dot­
ted line indicates two meter isopleth.
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was in a more circular pattern and did not have supercritical region at the center of 
the arc as in case L.
Propagation speed of the coastal jet decreased as in the straight channel case 
as shown in Figure 5. Other significant features of the coastal jet were essentially 
identical to those in the straight channel case, except velocity relative to the inflow 
velocity w0. Width of the jet showed no dependence on time and was constant over 
the 20 km distance between marks. Figure 15 shows the velocity profiles meas­
ured 20 km and 40 km downstream from the channel mouth. Flow in the jet was 
subcritical. Contrary to Chemiawsky and LeBlond’s (1986) prediction that a flow 
which separated from the wall would remain separated, the coastal jet in this and 
every other case reattached to the right hand wall approximately 20 km down­
stream from the channel mouth except case T. Case T had the flow reattached at 
the channel mouth as it rounded the second reentrant comer.
Penetration length (Lp ) and decay time were computed for both channel and 
shelf data as described in a previous section. There it was reported that channel 
penetration length and decay time for both regimes ( shelf and channel) correlated 
with e. Neither penetration length nor decay time were correlated with interfacial 
friction. Again, neither measure correlated with interfacial friction. The correlation 
coefficients relative to Newtonian cooling were lower when the data from these 
experiments was included. Here these measures were regressed against channel 
length, channel width, maximum depth at the head of the channel and maximum 
velocity. Penetration length was proportional to and well correlated with channel
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Figure 15. Velocity Profile Across Shelf. Profiles of v-component normalized by inflow 
velocity u0 plotted versus cross shelf distance normalized by Rossby radius (x/R0). 
Profiles are for T1 (dotted line), LI (dash line), T1 (dash dot line) and T6 (solid line) 
at (a) 20 km and (b) 40 km .
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length (correlation coefficient 0.918) when Newtonian cooling was allowed. It must 
be noted that only one of the data points represented a shorter channel (80 km vice 
100 km), yet the data strongly suggested that decay of the current in the channel 
was due to the presence of the mouth.
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WIND EFFECTS
Wind stress of constant magnitude (0.5 dynes cm"1) and direction was applied 
at day ten and left on for three days. Wind stress direction, in the oceanographic 
sense, was either northward, southward, eastward or westward. The dominant wind 
effect was the production of upwelling or downwelling along the coastal boundary. 
Northward (xy >0) winds produced upwelling at the coast boundary and along the 
right (left) hand channel wall in case L (T). Southward (xy <0) winds produced 
downwelling at the coastal boundary and along the right (left) hand channel wall in 
case L (T). Eastward (x* >0) and westward (x* <0) winds produced upwelling or 
downwelling in the east-west portion of the channel. The plume remained a prom­
inent circulation feature attached to the coast in every case.
Northward wind caused upwelling which destroyed the cross shelf pressure 
gradient and the jet retreated along the coast toward its origin (nominally 20 km 
downstream from the mouth) in the plume. In the straight channel case the jet 
retreated 67 km in one day, then disappeared within the next day. It did not reap­
pear. In case L it retreated rapidly to within 30 km of the plume (C=121.0 km d-1) 
in one day, continued another 20 km toward the plume for another day and then 
propagated back downstream 27 km when the wind stopped. Case T retreated 
101 km in the first day, a rate roughly midway between the other two cases, then
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was nearly stationary for half a day, advanced for a day and finally retreated. Fig­
ure 16 shows changes in coastal jet nose position and plume width versus time for 
northward and southward winds. The origin in each case is the nose position and 
plume width at day ten. Upwelling favorable wind had little effect on the plume 
width except that there was more variability in case T than in the other two. North­
ward wind moved the plume slightly offshore, the expected direction for Ekman 
transport. In case T, however, the plume was inside the channel mouth and possi­
bly more susceptible to the effects of setdown than to Ekman transport.
The effects of downwelling favorable southward wind on nose position and 
plume width are also shown in Figure 16. In each case the jet moved out of the 
model domain within about one day after the wind was turned on. Determination 
of the phase speed was not possible except in the straight channel case where it 
was twice the linear propagation speed. Effects on plume width were again small 
except in case T where the plume expanded to fill the channel mouth.
Experiments with onshore (westward, T*< 0) and offshore (eastward, Tx> 0) 
winds had less dramatic effects on the coastal jet and the plume than their 
alongshore counterparts. Maximum excursion of the nose was 43 km in 12 hours, a 
retreat of the nose in case L followed by propagation downstream at about 
18 km d~l. Westward wind in the straight channel case caused the coastal jet to 
propagate downstream but also, because of upwelling in the channel, slowed the 
outflow from the channel. A combination of reduced flow into the plume and set- 
down at the coast caused the jet to separate from the plume for about one day,
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Figure 16. Effects of Northward and Southward Winds. Effects of 0.5 dynes I cm1 
northward (open symbols) and southward (solid symbols) wind stress on (a) nose posi­
tion and (b) plume width. Data cover three days for versions T1 (a), LI (o) and T1 
(&). Data were plotted relative to nose position and plume width on day ten, when the 
wind was turned on.
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after which the channel flow increased, the plume widened and a second jet pro­
pagated downstream and overtook the first jet.
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CHAPTER 4
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This study has shown that detrainment processes modelled by Newtonian 
cooling were responsible for deceleration and eventual stagnation of a density 
intrusion along a continental shelf. It has been shown that when vertical mixing of 
momentum, in the form of Rayleigh friction (r* = r-Jh), had the same time scale 
as mixing of density (Newtonian cooling) then mixing of momentum dominated the 
equations for Kelvin and Poincard waves, the only wave solutions possible in a 
rotating channel. Examination of the linear equations for a single layer system 
showed that when friction dominates, the phase speed for both waves was the stan­
dard inviscid form with friction accounted for by an exponential time decay term. 
When both detrainment and interfacial friction were to be accounted for the disper­
sion relation for both waves suggested that phase speed was combination of the 
inviscid form with an added arbitrary function of both detrainment and interfacial 
friction and the exponential decay term involved both wave number and detrain­
ment and interfacial friction. A more detailed discussion of the role of interfacial 
friction and Newtonian cooling in the wave solutions may be found in Appendix B.
In the experiments without detrainment interfacial friction caused the phase 
speed to decrease by about 3.5 percent. Inclusion of the nonlinear terms was 
shown experimentally to increase the phase speed by about the same amount. The
63
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experiments with negligible Newtonian cooling coefficient showed constant phase 
speed everywhere, which suggested that interfacial friction balanced the nonlinear 
terms, at least in the channel jet and coastal jet. For reasonable values of detrain­
ment and interfacial friction, i.e., those with which this model qualitatively dupli­
cated previous results of three-dimensional numerical models and laboratory 
models, the propagation speed was constant in the chan'el and decayed on the 
shelf. The ratio of phase speed in the channel to phase speed on the shelf approxi­
mated that found by Chao and Boicourt (1986) in a three-dimensional model. 
Phase speed in the channel was less than linear wave phase speed. A key dynami­
cal question was why detrainment seemed to affect flow on the shelf but not in the 
channel.
In theory the dynamic fields are established by the passage of non-dispersive 
Kelvin waves and a wake of Poincare waves. Poincard waves are all at frequencies 
higher than the inertial frequency and just begin to propagate energy at a critical 
frequency, here 1 .222/ related to the channel width. These lower frequencies also 
contain mostly kinetic energy (very high kinetic energy to potential energy ratios.) 
The Kelvin wave on the other hand has kinetic energy to potential energy ratio of 
unity. These characteristics suggest that energy accumulates in the inflow bulge and 
later in the plume as a result of the highly dispersive quality of the lowest fre­
quency Poincard waves. Energy is lost by the radiation of higher frequency Poin- 
card waves. In the channel with constant inflow the waves can only propagate 
downstream. In the absence of detrainment the waves propagate downstream in
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such a way that the Poincard waves eventually spread out to fill the channel with 
both potential and kinetic energy. In this series of experiments this type of 
behavior was found in all cases where the Newtonian cooling coefficient was the 
same order of magnitude as Rayleigh friction. Detrainment, however, dissipates 
the potential energy in the higher frequency, propagating Poincare waves
and the flow is confined within a small distance (1.5 R q) of the right hand wall 
after the passage of the waves. At the open end of the channel a set of cylindrical 
Poincard waves are generated, again in such a way that some energy accumulates 
in the bulge, some propagates along the right hand coast in the form of a Kelvin 
wave and the remainder radiates away in all directions in the form of the higher 
frequency Poincard waves. Some small amount of this energy may radiate back 
into the channel, either directly or through interaction with the opposite comer, in 
such a way as to block the channel. Such behavior is suggested at least qualita­
tively in Figure 17 which shows the interface contours in the vicinity of the chan­
nel mouth for experiment T1 such that even the small amplitude variations are 
shown.
Based on these experiments it is possible to describe the flow in terms of the 
Rossby adjustment problem in two domains; the channel and the shelf. The entire 
flow field can be partitioned into five regions with important differences in the 
dynamics. The differences between channel configurations can be described also in 
terms of Kelvin and Poincard wave propagation and interactions with comers. The 
five regions are;
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Figure 17. Interface Contours. Model version Tl. Same as Figure 3 except interface 
height less than ten centimeters were not smoothed out. Elevations outside the plume 
in vicinity of the mouth were approximately ten centimeters above h0. Elevations 
beyond approximately 20km from mouth decreased to O(10~3) or smaller.
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• Inflow bulge,
• channel jet,
• plume,
• coastal jet and
• nose.
The nose region in this model was essentially featureless as might be expected 
in a two-dimensional model and is not discussed in any further detail. The inflow 
region was weakly nonlinear only in the area less than one Rossby radius from the 
source of less dense water. Coriolis forces dominated the bulge as the flow 
adjusted to geostrophy. The bulge propagated very slowly downstream and 
appeared to stop in the presence of detrainment but propagated past the channel 
mouth when detrainment was not included in the model. However both reached an 
equilibrium position after about six days consistent with the rate of change of the 
inflow. This case differs from the rotating tank experiments, the theoretical work of 
Gill (1977) and the numerical study of Wang (1985) in that the constant inflow 
precludes reverse flow along the left hand wall or the formation of an anticyclonic 
gyre in the lock. Such a gyre is believed to be an end wall effect. Energy was car­
ried away from the inflow bulge by currents set up after the passage of the Kelvin 
wave and the wake of Poincard waves.
Geostrophic flow developed along the right hand wall after the passage of the 
waves. In experiments without detrainment the geostrophic flow was modified by 
the propagation of higher frequency Poincard waves, which, it is theorized, caused 
the current to widen. The current was maintained by the constant supply of low 
density water from the bulge so the geostrophic equilibrium shape of the interface
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set up by passage of the waves was maintained by mutual adjustment. Examination 
of the Bernoulli function showed the mechanical energy of the system to be nearly 
constant and concentrated along the right hand wall until the mouth of the channel 
was reached. Flow in the channel remained subcritical. When the channel had an 
inside comer the addition of energy from cylindrical Poincard waves propagating 
down channel caused the flow to widening of the current to the addition of terms 
of order of the Rossby number. Here the ratio of kinetic energy to potential 
energy jumped 20 percent This effect was masked in the experiments with negligi­
ble detrainment which remained subcritical everywhere.
Once at the channel mouth the flows with detrainment became supercritical in 
an arc around the outer edge of the flow and developed a strong and persistent 
anticyclonic gyre to the right of the mouth. One consequence of the locally super­
critical flow was that signal propagation in the form of waves could not propagate 
through the region. The channel was thus effectively blocked at the mouth. What­
ever energy might be carried by Poincard waves along the left half of the channel 
could not propagate downstream. Supercritical flow indicated unstable flow where 
vertical mixing was an important part of the dynamics. The supercritical region of 
the flow was dominated by Coriolis force but the nonlinear terms had their greatest 
magnitude here as well. The region of transition back to subcritical flow was 
highly nonlinear, with the nonlinear terms one to two times larger than the inertial 
terms. The arc of supercritical flow was also the locus of maximum kinetic energy 
in the system and of maximum gradient in potential vorticity.
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While the channel jets were quite different in experiments with and without 
detrainment, the coastal jets were qualitatively similar in cross section. The experi­
ments with negligible detrainment had virtually identical velocity in the channel 
and on the shelf which suggested that energy was being propagated downstream 
with minimal dissipation. The experiments with detrainment clearly showed that 
energy was being lost from the system on the shelf since the jet here had velocities 
less than half those in the channel jet. Velocity in the coastal jet with detrainment 
decayed downstream whereas the velocity structure had been almost constant along 
the channel length.
Wind effects on the coastal jet were qualitatively similar to those reported by 
Chao (1987). Wind had almost no effect on the plume, however, in marked con­
trast to Chao (1987). Here the plume was a strongly persistent feature which main­
tained its shape and position. The Ekman depth for this series of experiments was 
approximately 2.5 m , which was not well resolved in the model. In related experi­
ments without wind where the inflow was turned off after day ten, the plume was 
the last feature of the flow to disappear.
Unresolved Issues In general the model has been robust, however some stability 
problems have been encountered in relation to the open boundary when the flow 
dynamics admitted the possibility of upstream propagating disturbances. Stability 
problems have also occurred near the inflow after short time periods in linear ver­
sions of the model. Apparent instabilities on the outer edge of the flow near the 
source developed after ten model days reminiscent of instabilities in the same
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relative location reported by Griffiths and Hopfinger (1983). There appeared to be 
some susceptibility to small perturbations in inflow velocity after day ten. None of 
these phenomena have been investigated in detail in this study. This problem 
should be a fruitful one for future work, in particular in regard to differentiating 
numerical instabilities from those which have physical meaning.
The form of the dispersion relations for Kelvin and Poincard waves worked 
out in Appendix B is not complete. It may only be possible to achieve a numerical 
solution for these relations, but this has not been done. The experimental evidence 
at least suggests that the approach is correct.
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APPENDIX A
DERIVATIONS
Governing Equations The model equations are derived from the two layer case 
as follows.
U h + L (U 1) - / V j  = -h  iP ix + A h ^ U i  + ^ - r iUl (Al)
V lt + L(V{)+  fU  i = ~hiP iy + Ah fifhr i + xy -  r,-v j (A2)
U2, L  (.U2) — f V 2 = - h 2P 2^  + Ah^ 7^14.2 -  xjj + riu2 (A3)
V 2, + L (V  >2)  + fU  2 = —h2P 2y + Ah 2V2v 2 — + rtV2 (A4)
Qi + eh 1) + U ix + V iy = 0 (A5)
(^2, + 2 /12) + ^ 2 C + 1^ 2 ,=:0 (A6)
+ &2 = hT(x,y) (A7)
VP2 = VP1 + ^ V / l2 (A8)
where
L( ) is an operator defining the nonlinear terms (= [u ( )]* + [v ( )]y),
g* is reduced gravity,
txj’ is the wind stress,
^  is the interfacial drag coefficient,
e is the Newtonian cooling coefficient, and
subscripts t , x ,  and y  indicate time and space derivatives.
Now, using the assumption of an infinitely deep, inert lower layer, equations (A3) 
and (A4) vanish and (A6) becomes undefined. This is consistent with the assump­
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tion that hT-  oo . Finally, equation (A8) can be rewritten using (A7) as follows
VPl = -g*V(hT-h i)  (A8a)
Evaluate VhT as approximately AhT/(Ax,Ay). Then assume AhT= hT-hT. ~ 0, so 
that VhT~  0 and (A8a) becomes
V/>j = -g*V  C-Aj) (A8b)
Substitute (A8b) into (Al) and (A2) and rewrite to give
Ut + L(U ) -  fV  = -g*hT\x + Ah V2m + t* — r(u (A9)
V, + L(V) + fU  = -g*hT\y + A h V h  +*y -  r,v (A10)
T |,+ e n  +  Ux +  Vj, =  0 (A ll)
where r\ = h -  Hq , hQ a constant.
Momentum Equations on a Boundary Derivation of the interface depth "out­
side" the physical boundary, using the x-momentum equation as an example, is as 
follows:
—f V  = -g*hhx + AhV2u + T* -  r,u  (A 12)
divide (A 12) by g*h to give
K = 4- + 4-m« + “TT <A13>* g* g* g h 
since Uyy and u= 0 on the boundary. Next use a Taylor series expansion to get a
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second order accurate form for the second partial derivative term.
Ar^
ui+1 = Ui + Axux 11 + ~2 ^~uxx I i + higher order terms (A14a)
(2Ax)2ui+2 = ^  + 2AxUx I i + ' Ugx 11 + higher order terms (A14b)
Rewrite (A14a) in terms of the first partial and substitute into (A14b) to give
(ui+2 + U i- 2 u i+l)
---------- — -----------= I i (A14c)
Ax
Finally, use the fact that on the boundary u = 0 to give the form for the momen­
tum equation at a boundary.
(hi~h0) f v a  (“ 3-2m2) . x* /aicn
hx = — r = * + - r — —;—  + ~~zr (A15)Ax g* g* Ax2 8 h
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APPENDIX B
EFFECTS OF FRICTION AND DETRAINMENT
Solutions of the linear governing equations were sought to determine an 
analytical form for the phase speed which included both interfacial friction and 
Newtonian cooling. These lead to forms for interface height T| and velocity of
y - ' *
„  +  ^ 2  „  +  ^  =  _ 8 ,  f * l  + J * L  +  r » | l ]  ( B l )
dt2
+ f ‘ v + r*2 v + 2r*^~ — g* at
A  _ _^D_ _ r*i!
dx dydt dy
(B2)
d_
dt +r n + 2 r*-%- + r*2 dt
+ r*
dt2 dt
T1 -  C iV 2^ =  0 (B3)
where
r* the Rayleigh friction coefficient is r,- Ih and 
boundary conditions are v = 0 on y  = 0,L .
Assumption that r| has the form T^Cy)^** _of) allows (B3) to be written as
■Hiyy +  V 2 T l i  =  0 (B4)
where
77
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y2 =
a  + ie
o  + ir*
o 2 - / '
C l
r*2 2ir*a
^ 0  c 0
(B5)
Solutions of (B4) have the form = A sin yy +B  cos y y . Using the boundary con­
ditions (B2) becomes
% + — &r-rT\i = 0a  + ir* (B6)
which, using the form above for rjj, yields a pair of equations whose solution 
requires that
Y2 + f 2k2
(a + ir* )2
sin yL = 0 (B7)
Then either the term in parentheses, which leads to the Kelvin wave solution, or 
the sine term, which yields the Poincard wave, must be zero.
The term in parentheses reduces to
(o2- C lk 2-£r*)(o2- f 2-r* 2) -  2o2(er* + r*2)
+ i a  |(e + r* )(o2- f 2-r* 2) + 2r* ( a 2 -  C lk 2 -  er* ) j  = 0 (B8)
which, when r* and e are zero, yields the familiar, linear inviscid form
(62 - C l k 2)(G2 - f 2) = 0 (B9)
In equation (B5) the effect of detrainment is removed when r* ~ e. Indeed it
can be shown in this set of circumstances that frequency is complex; the real part
is Crfc, the Kelvin wave solution, and the imaginary part is - r * . The implication is
that phase speed is unaffected but that energy is dissipated at a rate controlled by
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friction. The solution for T] is then a damped Kelvin wave of the form
-y!Ra0-r*t (BlOa)
(BlOb)
v = 0 (BlOc)
and the exponential decay term (e ''**) is the only change from the inviscid solu­
tion. Solution of the sin(yL) term has a similar result in that the only difference
between the viscid and inviscid forms is the addition of the exponential time decay
term.
Inclusion of both detrainment and interfacial friction leads to a form in which, 
as expected, frequency is complex. Experimental evidence suggested that the real 
part should be
where a i = e + 3r*.
Interfacial (Rayleigh) friction and detrainment are both seen to affect phase speed 
directly and the decay term is no longer simple.
The situation for the Poincard wave is similar. The frequency is complex, and 
assuming the real part is
Vr 2 = C02k 2 + 0>(e,r*) (Blla)
and the imaginary part
2er* 
a \
(Bllb)
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the imaginary part is
ct7 = 0 /(0 *, e, r*) (B12b)
with the implication, as in the case of the Kelvin wave, that phase speed will either 
increase or decrease depending on the sign of <I>.
A second approach is to make a long wave approximation in a semi-infinite 
domain as follows; the governing equations in a coordinate system with a coast at 
x  = 0 are
Next assume that v and Ti are periodic in the along shelf direction and decay 
exponentially in the cross shelf direction.
f v  =gTix
V/ + fu  = - g T ) y  - r * v  
T|r + EH = -ho (Ux + vy)
(B13a)
(B13b)
(B13c)
v ( x ,y , t )  = v0c ,(/>,-ar)e_/vt (B14a)
and
(B14b)
Use B14a and B14b in B13 to solve for y.
r* + i a  1
e+ ia  y2/?2 (B15)
Four possibilities arise with respect to e and r*
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(a) e = r* = 0,
(b) e = r* *  0,
(c) e = 0 , r* 9* 0, equivalent to r* > e and
(d) e * 0, r* = 0 , equivalent to e> r* .
Case (a) gives y  = R q1 , the linear, inviscid Kelvin wave solution. Case (b) 
has the same form for y. Use of the boundary condition u = 0 on x  = 0 implies 
that frequency is complex with aR = C0/ and o/ = -r*  with the provision that Oj 
could also be written as -e  or as -(e + r* )/2.
Cases (c) and (d) imply both y and a  are complex. Now, using the complex 
forms for y and c, rewrite rj as follows:
i l ( x ,y , r ) = 'noc_<YRJC+0/,) cos(ly-aRt)cosyjX ± sm(ly-aRt)smyjx (B16)
where the sign before the sine term is determined by the sign of Y/. Using B15 it 
can be shown that y7 < 0 for case (c) and y7 > 0 for case (d). Thus Rayleigh fric­
tion induces phase propagation toward the coast and Newtonian cooling induces 
phase propagation away from the coast, while both cause temporal and spatial 
decay of the wave.
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APPENDIX C
MODEL FORTRAN CODE
1 program bshmod4
2 c
3 c *bshmod4.r 5/7/86
4 c Uses full Orlanski radiation condition on N and S boundaries of shelf.
5 c Indudes ’Newtonian cooling’ in continuity equation.
6 c Size of domain is reduced to 200x300 km. Channel is 20x100 km with
7 c solid walls on channel and western boundary of shelf.
8 c Staggered grid system same as Holland-Lin model
9 c N-S(E-W) boundaries coincide with v(u) points.
10 c Modified (tjb) 10/85
11 c This program is executed by a shell program called ’bshmod4.sh'
12 c which passes frequently changed parameters.
13 c
14 parameter (maxx=100,maxy=150)
15 parameter (maxxl=maxx+l,maxyl=maxy+l)
16 parameter (maxx2=maxx+2jnaxy2=maxy+2)
17 dimension u(maxxl .maxyl ,3),v(maxxl .maxy l,3),h(maxxl ,maxy 1,3),
18 1 fu(maxx,maxy),fv(maxx,maxy),fp(maxx,niaxy),f(maxy),taux(maxyl),
19 2 tauy(maxyl),s(maxx2,maxy2),q(maxx2,maxy2),
20 3 e(maxx2,maxy2),y(maxyl),ihw(maxx)
21 4 ,hpl(maxx,maxy),ub(maxx,maxy),vb(maxx,maxy),ubl(maxx/2,maxy/2),
22 5 vbl(maxx/2,niaxy/2),wf(maxyl)
23 6 ,vt(maxx),ut(maxx),ht(maxx)
24 7 ,vtl(maxx),utl(maxx)Jhtl(maxx)
25 character* 18,savf,strtf
26 character* 10,day
27 character*6,dayn
28 integer sday,eday,d(maxxl,maxyl)
29 real nday
30 data hcut/10020./,radius/6.378e8/
31 data c/125./,beta£.e-l 3/,gp/2./,gr/l000./,
32 1 pi/3.1415927/di0/1000./
33 data xmin/0./,ymin/0,/,xmax/2.e7/,ymax/3.e7/
34 data xlenl/8.0/,ylenl/5.0/,xminl/0./,xmin2/-4./,xmax2/.8/,yminl/
35 1 l./,ihmax/4/jhmax/12/
36 data kins/1 l/,irsn/0/
37 data ibkgrd/0/
38 c data irslh/0/
39 data kin/10/Jcot/l 1/
40 c— define wind patch function wf(j)—
41 data (wf(j)j=l,15)/15*O./,(wf0j=135,151)/17*O./,(wf(j)j=2O
42 1 ,130)/lll*l./,wf(16),wf(134)/2*.2/,wf(17),wf(133)/2*.4/,wf(18),
43 2 wf(132)/2*.6/,wf(19),wf(131)/2*.8/
44 c— read frequently changed parameters--------
45 c
46 rcad(5,*) nslepl ,nstep2
47 read(5,*) isave
48 read(5,*) irstn
49 read(5,*) timstp
50 c— read filename used to restart program---------------
51 read(5,’(al8)’) strtf
52 c— read filename where results are stored for restart —
53 read(5,’(al8)’) savf
54 c— read kchk which determines time between plots —
82
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55 read(5,*) kchk
56 c— read wind amplitudes
57 read(5,*) tauxO.tauyO
58 c— read values for estuaiine inflow uO, spin up parameter alpha
59 c— and spin up on(l) or off(0)
60 read(5,*) uO,vO
61 read(5,*) alpha
62 rcad(5,*) ispn
63 c— read contour interval and min vector to plot------------------
64 read(5,*) cntrl.umin
65 c— read A, Newtonian cooling coeff. and Ihterfacial friction coeff.
66 read(5,*) a.epsfhu
67 c-----------------------------------------------------------------
68 nx=maxx
69 ny=maxy
70 c na is total number of gridpoints
71 na=nx*ny
72 sday=nstepl *timstp/86400.+.5
73 eday=nstep2*timstp/86400.+5
74 c
75 print 1700,nx,ny,sday,eday,timstp,a,eps,fnu,gp,u0,v0,savf
76 1700 format(10x,'Berger Circulation Model’/ /
77 1 ,lx,’Grid size=‘,i5,’ by’,i5,5x^5,' to’,i5,' days’,/,lx,
78 2 ’Time step (secs)=’,fl0.3,/,lx,’A=’,e9.1,3x,'eps=’,e9.1,/
79 3 ,lx,'Interfacial friction=’,f8.4,lx,’g*=’f4.2y
80 4 ,lx,’UO=’,f6.2,lx,’VO=’f6.2^,lx,al8)
81
82 iwhich=2
83 lstdne=0
84 iptt=0
85 nxpl=nx+l
86 nypl=ny+l
87 nxp2=nx+2
88 nyp2=ny+2
89 nyml=ny-l
90 nxml=nx-l
91 xdis=xmax-xmin
92 dx=xdis/float(nx)
93 ydis=ymax-ymin
94 dy=ydis/float(ny)
95 dxi=l./dx
96 dyi=l./dy
97 dxi2=dxi*dxi
98 dyi2=dyi*dyi
99 ymid=fymax+ymin)/2.
100 agx=a/gp/dx
101 agy=a/gp/dy
102 gp2=gp/2.
103 gpi=l./gp
104 gri=l./gr
105 c sig=2.*pi/(ccccc)
106 dt=timstp
107 c— set bit map used to mask area.
108 do 90 j=l,nypl
109 do 90 i=l jixpl
110 if (i.ge^l) then
111 d(ij)=l
112 else if (i.lt51 .and. j.lt.101 .or. j.ge.111) then
113 d(ij)=0
114 else
115 d(ij)=l
116 endif
117 90 continue
118 c do 91 j=nypl,l,-l
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119 c 91 write(6,119) (d(ij)4=llnxpl)
120 c 119 fonnat(lx,101il)
121 c
122 c— Define boundary conditions: -= free-slip, += no-slip
123 c in vface/w & ufacs/n
124 uvfac=2.*a*(dxi2+dyi2)
125 c— fnu represents interfacial friction ( zero in this mod'
126 c
127 ufacs=uvfac+a*dyi2
128 ufacn=ufacs
129 vface=uvfac-a*dxi2
130 vfacw=uvfac+a*dxi2
131 c
132 c— Compute Coriolis parameter
133 c
134 c do 31 j= l jnypl
135 c 31 y(j)=ymin+0-.5)*dy
136 c omega=2 *pi/86400.
137 do 30 j=lj.;-
138 c 30 f(j)=2.*omega*sin(y(j)/radius)
139 30 f(j)=l.e-4
140 c
141 c— Initialize u.vji, and wind field
142 c
143 c u,v interior
144 do 32 j=l,ny
145 do 32 i=2,nx
146 u(ij,l)=0.
147 32 u(ij,2)=0.
148 do 33 j=2,ny
149 do 33 i=l,nx
150 v(ij,l)=0.
151 33 v(ij,2)=0.
152 do 331 j=2,ny
153 331 v(lj3)=0.
154 c u,v on boundaries
155 do 35 j=lmy
156 u(lj,2)=0.
157 u(lj.3)=0.
158 u(nxplj2)=0.
159 u(nxpl j,3)=0.
160 35 fu(lj)=0.
161 do 351 j=l,100
162 u(51 j,2)=0.
163 u(51 j,3)=0.
164 351 fu(51 j)=0.
165 do 352 j= lll,ny
166 u(51j,2)=0.
167 u(51j,3)=0.
168 352 fu(51 j)=0.
169 do 36 i=l jix
170 v(i,l|l)=0.
171 v(i,U)=0.
172 36 fv(i,l)=0.
173 do 360 i=l,50
174 v(i^rypl,l)=0.
175 360 v(yiypl,2)=0.
176 do 361 i=l,50
177 v(i,101,3)=0.
178 v(i,111.3)=0.
179 fv(i,101)=0.
180 361 fv(i,lll)=0.
181 c do 363 i=51,nx
182 c v(i,nypl,l)=v0
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183 c v(M»ypl,2)=vO
184 c 363 v(i,nypl,3)=v0
185 c— Open file needed by GKS ( near Graphics Kernel System)
186 open (3,file=7ocean/ocean/lib^)writx.dat’,status=’old’)
187 c— Initial nm(irstrt=0) or restart(irstrt=l) from previous run----
188 if (intit.eq.0) go to 16
189 Ia=mod(nstepl-l,3)tl
190 1 =tnod(nslepl ,3)+l
191 c
192 open (kin,file=7ocean/berger/results/y/strtf,status=’unknown'
193 do 17 j=l,ny
194 17 read (kin,111) (u(ij)a),i=l^ixpl)
195 do 57 j=l,ny
196 57 read (kin.lll) (u(ij4),i=l,nxpl)
197 read (kin,111) (ut(i)4=lJtx)
198 read Ocin.lll) (utl(i),i=l,nx)
199 do 18 j=l,nypl
200 18 read (kin.lll) (v(ij,la),i=l,nx)
201 do 58 j=l,nypl
202 58 read (kin.l 11) (v(ij4)4=l^tx)
203 read (kin.lll) (vt(i),i=l,nx)
204 read (kin.lll) (vtl(i),i=l,nx)
205 do 19 j=l,ny
206 19 read (kin.lll) (h(ij,la),i=l,nx)
207 do 59 j=l,ny
208 59 read (kin.lll) (h(ij,l),i=l,nx)
209 read (kin.lll) (hl(i),i=l,nx)
210 read (kin.lll) (htl(i),i=l,nx)
211 close (kin)
212 111 format(51el6.8)
213 go to 25
214 c initialize h
215 16 continue
216 do 34 j=l,nypl
217 do 34 i=l ju p l
218 h(ij,l)=h0
219 34 h(ij,2)=h0
220 c— initialize ut, vt, ht
221 do 340 i=l,nx
222 ut(i)=0.
223 vt(i)=0.
224 ht(i)=h0
225 utl(i)=0.
226 vtl(i)=0.
227 340 htl(i)=h0
228 c
229 25 write(6,101)
230 101 format(’ Initial h field(m) every 10th x & y ' J )
231 do 50 j=ny,1,-10
232 do 51 i=l jix,10
233 51 ihw(i)=h(ij2)/l 00.+5
234 write(6,102) (ihw(i),i=l jix.10)
235 50 continue
236 102 format(15i4)
237 do 341 j=l,ny
238 do 341 i=l,nx
239 341 fp(ij)=0.
240 c
241 itt=nstepl-l
242 sumt=0.
243 c
244 c— Define wind stress field: taux=taux0*wf(j) (+=W in met sense)
245 c tauy=tauyO*wf(j) (+=S in met sense)
246 c note: move wind stress definition inside loop 20
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247 c if wind stress is function of time.
248 do 83 j=l»nypl
249 taux(j)=tauxO* wf(j)
250 tauy(j)=tauyO*wf(j)
251 83 continue
252 c— open graphics workstation-----
253 call opngks
254 c
255 k=nstepl
256 if (irstrt.eq.1) then
257 kl=nstepl
258 else
259 k l= l
260 endif
261 c----------------- TIME STEP----------------------------
262 200 if(k.gtnstep2) go to 201
263 c— check whether to spin up inflow velocity—
264 if(ispn.eq.l) then
265 tat=2.+u0*tanh(alpha*kl*dt)
266 else
267 taUaiO
268 endif
269 c
270 do 356 j=101,l 10
271 u(lj,l)=tat
272 u(lj,2)=tat
273 u(lj,3)=tat
274 356 continue
275 c
276 timel=float(nstepl*dt)
277 c
278 c— Begin u,v,p calculations
279 c
280 itt=itt+l
281 la=mod(itt-l,3)+l
282 1= mod(itt ,3)+l
283 lb=mod(itt+l,3)+l
284 c
285 c la= last, 1= present, lb= future
286 c
287 maiker=2
288 c— Euler backward timestep every 53 steps
289 c note backward timestep at a prime number of steps
290 c
291 if (mod(itt,53).ne.l) go to 21
292 marker=l
293 do 1 j= ljiypl
294 do 1 i=l jtxpl
295 u(ijja)=u(ij,l)
296 v(ijja)=v(ij,l)
297 1 h(ijda)=h(ij.l)
298 21 deltat=matker*dt
299 c
300 c define u(old),v(61d) and h outside boundaries
301 c u(old)=q, v(old)=e and h=s
302 c
303 2 do 1001 j=2,nypl
304 do 1001 i=2.nxpl
305 q(ij)=u(i-lj-14a)
306 e(ij)=v(i-l j-IJa)
307 1001 s0j)=h(i-lj-U )
308 do 1002 i=2,nxpl
309 q(i,l)=0.
310 q(i,nyp2)=0.
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311 c wall depth on S(j=l) and N(j=nyp2) ’open’ boundaries
312 s(i,l)=hG-U,l)
313 1002 s(ijiyp2)=h(i-l,ny,l)
314 do 1003 j=2,nypl
315 e(lj)=0.
316 e(nxp2j)=0.
317 c wall depth on W(i=l) ’open’ boundary
318 s(lj)=h(lj-U )
319 c wall depth on E(i=nxp2) ’free slip* boundary
320 1003 s(nxp2j)=agx*(u(nxmljja)-2.*u(nxj4a))+h(nxj-14)
321 1 +f(j)*dx*gpi*.5*(v(nxj+lJ)+v(nxjj))
322 2 +taux(j-l)*dx*gpi/h(nxj-U)
323 do 10041=2,50
324 q(i,101)=0.
325 q(i,l 12)=0.
326 c wall depth on S(j=101) channel boundary - ’no slip'
327 s(i,101)=-agy*(v(i,103,la)-2.*v(i,102lla))+h(i-lt101,l)
328 2 +tauy(101)*dy*gpi/h(i-l,101,l)
329 c wall depth on N(j=l 11) channel boundary - 'no slip’
330 1004 s(i,112)=agy*(v(i,1091la)-2.*v(i,110Ja))+h(i-l,110J)
331 2 -tauy(110)*dy*gpi/hCi-1.1104)
332 do 1005 j=2,101
333 e(51 j)=0.
334 c wall depth on W(i=51) shelf boundaty - ’no slip’
335 c includes comers satisfying x-momentum equation
336 1005 s(51 j)=-agx*(u(53j4a)-2.*u(52jja))+h(51 j - l j )
337 2 -tauxG'-l)*dx*gpi/h(51 j- l j )
338 do 1006 j=112jiypl
339 e(51 j)=0.
340 1006 s(51 j)=-agx*(u(53jja)-2.*u(52j4a))+h(51 j-1,1)
341 2 -taux(j-l )*dx*gpi/h(51 j - 1,1)
342 c— compute values in the interior
343 c
344 do 3 j= lpy
345 do 3 i=2,nx
346 if (d(ij).eq.O) goto 3
347 fu(i j)=.25*f(j)*((-/;. j+ 14>t-v(i jj))*s(i+ lj+ lK
348 1 (v(i-lj+U>+v(i-ljJI))*s(ij+l))-gp2*dxi*(s(i+lj+l)-
349 2 s(ij+l))*(s(i+l j+l)+s(ij+l)>t-.5*a*(h(ij4a)+h(i-l j,la))*
350 3 (dxi2*(q(i+2j+l)+q(g+l))+dyi2*(q(i+lj+2>tq(i+lj)))+tauxG)
351 c 4 -.125*dxi*(((s(i+2j+l)ts(i+lj+l))*u(i+lj4>+(s(i+lj+l)+
352 c 5 s(ij+l))«u(ij4))*(u(i+lj4)+u(ija))-((s(i+lj+l)+
353 c 6 s(ij+l))*u(iJ4)+(s(ij+l>+s(i-lj+l))*u(i-lj4))*
354 c 7 (u(ij4)+u(i-1 jj)))-. 125*dyi*(((s(i+1 j+2>+s(i+1 j+ 1 ))*
355 c 8 v(ij+l,l)+(s(ij+2>l-s(ij+l))*v(i-lj+lJ))*(u(ij+U>t
356 c 9 u(ij,l))-((s(i+l j+l)+s(i+lj))*v(ij,l)+(s(ij+l)+s(ij))*
357 c 1 v(i-loJ))*(u(io4Hu(ij-l,l)»
358 2 -fnu*u(ij,la)
359 3 continue
360 c
361 c— reset comer values to satisfy y momentum equation
362 s(51,101)=-agy*(v(51,1034a)-2.*v(51,1024a)>+h(50,10U)
363 1 +tauy(101)*dy*gpiyh(50,1014)
364 s(51,112)=agy*(v(51,1094a)-2.*v(51,1104a))+h(50,110JI)
365 1 -tauy(l 10)*dy*gpi/h(50,l 10,1)
366 c
367 do 4 j=2py
368 do 4 i=l jtx
369 if (d(i j).eq.0) goto 4
370 fv(i j)=-.25*(f(j)*(u(i+l j  Ji)+u(i j,l))*s(i+1 j+ 1 )+fQ-l )*
371 1 (u(i+lj-lJ)+u(ij-l,l))*sCi+lj))-gp2*dyi*Ch(ij4)-h(ij-U)
372 2 )*(s(i+lj+l)+s(i+lJ)}+.5*a*(h(ij4a)+h(ij-14a))*(dxi2*
373 3 (e(i+2j+l>+e(ij+l))+dyi2*(e(i+lj+2)+e(i+lj)))+tauy(j)
374 c 4 -.125*dxi*(((s(i+l j+l)+s(i+2j+l))*u(i+l j4)+(s(i+l j)+
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375 c 5 s(i+2j))*u(i+lj-U))*(v(i+lJJ>+v(ij4))-((s(ij+l>4-
376 c 6 sCi+io+i))*ucgjM»Cy>«(i+ij)
377 c 7 )*u(ij-U))*(v(ij,l>t-v(i-lj4)))-.125*dyi*(((8(i+lj+2>
378 c 8 sft+lj+l))*v(ij+UWs(i+lj+l>+sa+lj))*v(ija))*
379 c 9 (v(ij+ U)+v(ijJi))-((s(i+1 j+ l)+s(i+1 j))*v(ij4H
380 c 1 (s(i+lj)+s(i+lj-l))*v(ij-U))*(v(ij4)+vCiJ-U)))
381 2 -fnu*v(ij4a)
382 4 continue
383 c
384 do 5 j=l>ny
385 do 5 i=l,nx
386 if (d(ij).eq.O) goto 5
387 fp(ij)=-.5*(dxi*((s(i+2j+l)+s(i+l j+l))*u(i+l j,l)-(s(i+l j+1)
388 1 +s(i j+1 ))*u(i j4))+dyi*((s(i+l j+2)+s(i+1 j+ 1 ))*v(i j+ 14)-
389 2 (sCi+lj+l)+s(i+lj))*v(ij,l)))
390 5 continue
391 c
392 do 6 j=2,nyml
393 do 6 i=l,nx
394 hGjJb)=h(ij4a)+deltat*(fip(ij)-ep3*(h(ij4a)-hO))
395 6 continue
396 do 66 i=l jix
397 ah=h(i,2,l)+ht(i)-2.*h(i3Ja)
398 if (ah.eq.0.) then
399 h(i,Ub)=hO
400 goto 66
401 else
402 clh=(ht(i)-h(i,24))/ah
403 endif
404 if (clh.le.0.) then
405 h(i,l,lb)=h(i.l»
406 else if (clh.ge.1.) then
407 h(i,Ub)=h(i^4)
408 else
409 h(i,l,lb)=(h(i,l Ja)*(l .-dh)+2.*clh*h(i^ 4))/(l .+clh)
410 endif
411 66 continue
412 do 661 i=l,nx
413 ah l=h(i^iym 1 ,l)+htl (i)-2.*h(i,ny-2ja)
414 if (ahl.eq.0.) then
415 h(i,nyjb)=h0
416 goto 661
417 else
418 clhl=(htl(i)-h(i^iyml4))/ahl
419 endif
420 if (clhl.le.0.) then
421 h(itny4b)=h(i,ny4a)
422 else if (clhl.ge.l.) then
423 h(i,nyjb)=h(i,nyml 4)
424 else
425 h(i,ny4b)=(h(i1ny4a)*(l.-clhl)
426 1 +2.*clhl*h(i,nyml4))/(l.+clhl)
427 endif
428 661 continue
429 do 61 i=l,50
430 h(i,1114b)=h0
431 61 h(i,1004b)=h0
432 c
433 c—■ Compute U in interior
434 c
435 uvfacl =.5*(1 .-deltat’ uvfac)
436 do 10 j=2,nyml
437 do 10 i=2^ix
438 if (d(ij).eq.O) goto 10
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439 u(ij)b)=uvfacl*u(ij3a)*(h(ijja>+h(i-l jJU))+dellat*
440 1 fu(ij)
441 10 continue
442 c— Reset u on western shelf boundary
443 do 1011 j=l,100
444 1011 u(51jjb)=0.
445 do 1021 j= lll,ny
446 1021 u(51jjlb)=0.
447 c— Note: u on open botindaiy = u(intenor)
448 c— unless boundary has inflow, then u=0
449 do 11 i=52,nx
450 au=u(i,2,l)+ut(i)-2.*u(yda)
451 if (au.eq.0.) then
452 u(i,Ub)=0.
453 goto 11
454 else
455 clu=(ut(i)-u(i,2,l))/au
456 endif
457 if (du.le.0.) then
458 u(i,l,lb)=u(i,l»
459 else if (du.ge.1.) then
460 u(i,l,lb)=u(it2,l)
461 else
462 u(i,ljb)=(u(i,lda)*(l.-du)+2.*clu*u(i^4))/(l.+clu)
463 endif
464 11 continue
465 do 110 i=52,nx
466 u(ijiy)b)=0.
467 au 1 =u(i,nym 1 ,l}+ut 1 (i)-2. *u (i,ny-2Ja)
468 if (aul.eq.0.) then
469 u(i^iyjb)=0.
470 goto 110
471 else
472 clu 1=(ut 1 (i)-u(i^iyml 4))/au 1
473 endif
474 if (dul Je.0.) then
475 u(i,ny4b)=u(i,ny4a)
476 else if (dul.ge.l.) then
477 u(i,ny4b)=u(i,nyml 4)
478 else
479 u(i,ny4b)=(u(i,ny4a)*(l ,-du 1)
480 1 +2.*clul*u(ijiyml4))/(l.+dul)
481 endif
482 110 continue
483 c
484 c compute U on channel boundaries
485 c
486 ufacsl=.5*(l.-deltat*ufacs)
487 ufacnl=.5*(l.-deltat*ufacn)
488 do 112 i=2,51
489 u(i,1014b)=ufacsl*u(i,1014a)*(h(i,1014a>+h(i-l,101,la))+
490 1 deltat*fu(i,101)
491 u(i,l 104b)=ufacnl*u(i,l 104a)*(h(i,1104a>+h(i-l,l 104a))+
492 1 deltal*fu(i,110)
493 112 continue
494 c
495 c compute V in interior
496 c
497 do 12 j=2jiy
498 do 12 i=2uixml
499 if (d(i j).eq.0) goto 12
500 v(ij4b)=uvfacl * v(ij4a)* (h(i j  4a)+h(ij-14a))+deltat*
501 1 fv(ij)
502 12 continue
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503 c
504 c compute V on E & W boundaries
505 vfacw l=.5*(l.-deltal*vfacw)
506 vfacel=.5*(l.-deltat*vface)
507 do 13 j=2,ny
508 13 v(nxjjb)=vfacel*v(nxjja)*(h(nxjja>fh(nxj-l Ja))+deltat*
509 1 fv(nxj)
510 c
511 do 131 j=2,101
512 131 v(51 j  ,lb)=vfacw 1 * v(51 j.la) *(h(51 j  Ja)+h (51 j  -1 Ja))+
513 1 deltat*fv(51 j)
514 do 132j=llM y
515 132 v(51 j4b)=vfscwl * v(51 j,la)*(h(51 jja)+h(51 j-1 Ja))+
516 1 dellat*fv(51j)
517 do 133 i=l,50
518 v(i,101,lb)=0.
519 133 v(i,lll,lb)=0.
520 c
521 c compute v on N and S, i.e.'open’, boundaries
522 c
523 do 145 i=51,nx
524 av=v(i,2^>Hvt(i)-2.*v(i^»
525 if (av.eq.0.) then
526 v(i,l,lb)=0.
527 goto 145
528 else
529 clv=(vt(i)-v(i,2Ji))/av
530 endif
531 if (clv.le.0.) then
532 v(i,l,lb)=v(i1l tla)
533 else if (dv.ge.1.) then
534 v(i,l,lb)=v(i^4)
535 else
536 v(i,l,lb)=(v(i1l 1la)*(l.-dv)+2.*clv*v(i,21l))/(l.+clv)
537 endif
538 145 continue
539 do 1451 i=51,nx
540 avl=v(i^iy4)+vtl(i)-2.*v(i1nymltla)
541 if (avl.eq.0.) then
542 v(i,nypl4b)=0.
543 goto 1451
544 else
545 clvl=(vt(i)-v(i,ny4))/avl
546 endif
547 if (clvl Je.0.) then
548 v(i,nypl,lb)=v(i^iypl4a)
549 else if (clvl.ge.l.) then
550 v(i,nypl4b)=v(ijiy,l)
551 else
552 v(i,nypl,lb)=(v(i^ypl4a)*(l.-clvl)
553 1 +2.*clvl *v(i,ny,l))/(l .+dvl)
554 endif
555 1451 continue
556 c
557 do 23 j=2,nyml
558 do 23 i=2jix
559 if (d(iJ).eq.O) goto 23
560 u(ij4b)=2*u(io4b)/(h(ij4b>fh(i-ljtlb))
561 23 continue
562 do 24 j=2^iy
563 do 24 i=l,nx
564 if (d(ij).eq.O) goto 24
565 v(i j  Jb)=2* v(i j  Jb)/(h (i j  Jb)+h (i j - 14b))
566 24 continue
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567 do 88 i=51,nx
568 utl(i)=u(i,nyml,la)
569 vtl(i)=v(i^iyja)
570 htl (i)=h(i^iyml ,1a)
571 ut(i) =u&2,la)
572 vtCO =v(iAl»)
573 88 ht(i) =h(tf,la)
574 c
575 if (marker.eq.2) go to 9
576 if (marker.eq.0) go to 7
577 la=mod(itt ,3}+l
578 1 =mod(itt+l,3}t-l
579 lb=mod(itt+2,3)+l
580 matker=0
581 go to 2
582 7 do 8 j=l,nypl
583 do 8 i=l,nxpl
584 u(ijd)=u(ijjttj)
585 v(ijj)=v(tjjb)
586 8 h(ijjl)=h(ijjb)
587 c
588 c calculate new h if necessary
589 c
590 9 continue
591 c
592 time2=float(k*dl)
593 sumt=time2-timel
594 c
595 c contour sea surface or velocities every (kchk) hours
596 c
597 if(mod(k,kchk).eq.0) go to 46
598 910 continue
599 c periodically check if still running and compute avg vertical
600 c velocity of interface
601 if (mod(k,kchk*2).ne.0) go to 20
602 write(6,907) k,time2/3600.,sumt/3600.
603 907 format(’ k=',i5,’ ok up to time(hrs):’f6.iy.
604 1 * elapsed time this run:’J6.1)
605 sumh=0.
606 do 904 j=l,ny
607 do 904 i=l,nx
608 904 sumh=sumh+h(ijjlb)-h0
609 c— adjust na by number of points in masked area
610 sumh=sumh/(na-7000)
611 write(6,903) sumh
612 903 formate sum of h-h0=’,el2.7)
613 20 k=k+l
614 kl=kl+l
615 c next timestep
616 go to 200
617 c----- .......................... END TIME STEP —.........................
618 201 k=nstep2
619 lstdne=l
620 c— save results for future runs
621 if (isave.eq.0) go to 46
622 909 continue
623 open (kot1file=,/ocean7berger/results/7/savf,status=’i
624 c
625 write(6,998) k
626 998 formate save U.V>P 81 timestep \i7)
627 do 37 j=M y
628 37 write (kot,lll) (u(ij4)4=l^txpl)
629 do 47 j=l^ty
630 47 write <kot,ll 1) (u(ij\lb),i=l,nxpl)
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631 write (kot,lll) (ut(i)4=l,nx)
632 write (kot,lll) (utl(i),i=l,nx)
633 do 38 j=l,nypl
634 38 write (kot,lll) (v(ij4)4=l^ix)
635 do 48 j=l,nypl
636 48 write (kot,l 11) (v(yjb),i=l^ix)
637 write (kot,lll) (vt(i)4=ljnx)
638 write (kot,lll) (vtl(i),i=l,nx)
639 do 39 j=l,ny
640 39 write (kot,l 11) (h(ij4),i=l,nx)
641 do 49 j=l,ny
642 49 write (kot,lll) (h(ij,lb),i=l,nx)
643 write (kot,l 11) (hl(i),i=l,nx)
644 write (kot,lll) (hll(i),i=l,nx)
645 c
646 if(isave.eq.l) endfile (kot)
647 c
648 46 nday=time2/86400.
649 write (dayn,’(f6.2)’) nday
650 c read (5,’(a6)’) dayn
651 day=’Day ’//dayn
652 iptt=iptt+l
653 if(lstdne.eq.l) go to 999
654 c— determine interface height relative to hO
655 do 56 j=l,ny
656 do 56 i=l»nx
657 hpl(ij)=h(ijtIb)-hO
658 if (hpl(ij).le.lO.) then
659 hpl(ij)=0.
660 endif
661 56 continue
662 c— average u and v to put each at same point as h,
663 c— then select every other point for plotting
664 do 700 j=l,ny
665 do 700 i=l,nx
666 ub(ij)=.5*(u(ij,lb)+u(H-l jjb))
667 700 vb(i j)=.5*(v(i j  ,lb)+v(ij+1 jb))
668 11=1
669 do 800 j=l,ny/2
670 kk=l
671 do 799 i=ljix/2
672 ubl(ij)=ub(kkjd)
673 vbl(ij)=vb{kkjl)
674 kk=kk+2
675 799 continue
676 11=11+2
677 800 continue
678 c Plotting routines for velocity and interface height start here
679 c— define viewport
680 call set (.2,.8,.1,.95,0..200.,0..300.,1)
681 c— plot interface height relative to hO
682 call conrec (hpl,nx,nx,ny,0.,0.>cntri,-l,-l,-2)
683 c— draw perimeter, channel outline and label
684 call labmod (•(f4.0),,’(f4.0)’,4,4,10,10,0,0,0)
685 call perim (2,5,3,5)
686 call line ( 0.,200.,100.^00.)
687 call line (100.,200.,100., 0.)
688 call line ( 0.,220.,100.220.)
689 call line (100.,220.,100.200.)
690 call wtstr (50.,70.,’BAY-SHELF MODEL’,14,0,0)
691 call wtstr (50.,60.,'Interface height’,10,0,0)
692 call wtstr (50.^5.,'deviation (h-h0)(cm)’,10,0,0)
693 call wtstr (50.,45.,day,10,0,0)
694 call wtstr (50.,15.,savf,10,0,0)
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695 callrframe
696 c— plot velocity vectors
697 call 'velvet (ubl,nx72,vbl,nx/2,nx/2,ny/2,unMi,-l.,-l,
698 c
699 call jterim (2,0,3,0)
700 call line < 0.,200.,100.^00.)
701 call line (100.,200.,100., 0.)
702 call line (  0..220..100..220.)
703 call line (100.,220.,100. ,300.)
704 call 'Wtstr (50.,70.,’BAY-SHELF MODBL\14,0,0)
705 call -wtstr (50.,60.,’Cuirents (cm/s)’, 10,0,0)
706 call -wtstr (50.^0.,day,10,0,0)
707 call -wtstr (50.,15.,savf,10,0,0)
708 call cframe
709 c
710 if(Isfcdne.eq.l) go to 999
711 goto 910
712 999 continue
713 c
714 call -clsgks
715 dosc(3)
716 write(6,1075) isave,irslivistepl,nstep2,savf
717 1075 fomutC Parameters at end of this tun J ,
718 1 '  isavc=',il,llx,’irstrt=’,iiy,
719 2 ’ nstepl=',il0,’ nstep2=’,il0y.
720 3 ’sjvf=V18)
721 c
722 end
723 c -----
724 logical function intt(r)
725 real r
726 if (r_eq.ifix(r)) then
727 intt=.tme.
728 else
729 intt=.false.
730 endif
731 end
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